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= aan MAPS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS FOR GHOLOGIC USE. ee 

Introduction. ‘The coming into use of photographs taken from aircraft - = 

has opened new fields to the Geolsetat nos only in Anterpretaion of land . 2 

Sena ih is kag eee ee maps. While teaching mapping at the ste = 

1 University of Wisconsin the writer had extensive experience in teaching — 
; . both and ground 2 

. the making of maps sila eer eaten agianes as ies as interpretafion of such : 

photographs. One of the difficulties is that so much of the published z 

E literature is so complex that it is hard to understand. Hither mathematics ag See 

o very” eompitx or the entire derivation of many formules is omitted. In fact = ; 

: = it has been sugested ‘that many authors tried to find "hard ways to do easy = : 

* things." Very be -ariticles or books on the use of photographs were found . = 

to be enlightening ‘. beginners and G fact most were confusing to young ae 

é studentgIn many the accuracy demanded proved far beyond both the accuracy : S = 2 

: of the available photographs gual wad pouslble aecuraey ee deat ae 

It is true that the making of mepe of large areas is best left to special > 

ists but the geologist finds mach help in using photographs ettnet "te ky as 

2 fill in detail on existing maps aha make accuracte Maps of relatively . : mele 

: 2 a ee 4) - : _ expensive Se ee 
small areas. as specialist can afford to buy and. to us os aE ae = 

é a saving apparatus — but when only occasional use of photography is needed Te ; 3 ei 

Se it is best to avoid’ such helps and the following discussion is devoted it s 

to general principles which do KOt-enteti-euch—expensive-heip, The aoe ae 

: understanding of principles is vital to all nevheds of work eaves than the ; 

manipulation of contplex apparatus. fs : : ee 

: General principles of use_of photography The use of photographic ~ : ve J 

. methods .of surveying is demanded. (1) when the time of travel is so great : is 

s that time at a given location must be limited, (2) when another point of view 28 

: a than those affor ded from the earths surface is desirable. For the second Pe yaa 

so : : condition is ee that the use of aircraft is essential. We will nics x. é 

considermappinh from (1) ground Sabiptiehde and (2) air photographs. : < : a 

: : g —in-both-catageries fhe axis of the camera may be either horiaontal, inelined, 5 

or vertjcal( in air photographs). The differing geometiric relations of ie Sa



= oe | a 
and photograph in these differing conditions is hard to explain but must be 

_ understood. ee Sige es ee 

: Basic idea of cameras, A 11 camer have the ‘same basic principle. : Ss 

a@ convex lens forms a reg] image on dis @ photographic plate or film, ' = 

The lens must be placed at the right distance from the plate or film 

by various methods 4 and the amount of light whieh enters the ‘lens - 

regulated by either or both (1) a shutter, _or (2) a diephram within or just 

: inside tis lens. The box enclosing lens and image must ba light tight. — 

Although the above ——_ are simple it must be rezlized that the : 

construction of an accurate lens which gives sharp focus for the different 

colors of sunlight and which makes all parts of the liage equally definite = = 

is by no means simple. We need not here discuss either the mebhods of 

= compensating for these factors nor the details of camera construction 

but simply remark that camers for mapping are much more expensive than those ES 

‘ é ordinarily used for other purposes an d that mony lenses are not perfect 

in the accuracy of the images. Cameras for mapping take only objects far ; > 

= gach from the camera that devices for changing the focus are’ Gitinectant se = x 
: : Distance from lens to image is focal length. : 

for Se is always what = termed Scie zeae? are no sotigcr. used. = ee 

extensively in aircraft. Many air canes are automatic and use large rolls 2 

es of film, 4 es : ee 

“ Negatives and po sitives, Tho Saned “taken Ga bb plbbervaph du Nernek : a 

180 degrees from ee position of the original ground, See Mg. 1 - ae 2 

black ana white photography the density of the photograph is reversed 

: —_ the original subject making a negatives Tae negative is converted to : as 

a positive either ‘by printing or by further steps in developmentl Yolor : as : 

picture are devataiet into positives. From the figureg it is clear that peek ; g 

photographs are a means of recording both vertical and horizontal Batios = ai 

of Parner in the view thes angles being measured from the axis of the oe 55 

- camera, ‘The angle is not measured in degrees and minutes but by &e tktiangle ie 

3 : E with focal engti{on one side ‘and distance fron the center of the sialise a = 

; as another side of a right triangle. e a Ss



Now if a positive were made on a transparent base it_ can easily be placed 5 

in front of an observors eye at such distance that objects in the photograph oe 

= will coincide with the original view. This distance is the focal length of — : 

the camera Be : = : 

. Ground_survey. In order to make accurate maps from phtographs it is 

2 necessary to have points on the ground located both in elevation and — : 

a hori,ontal location by some kind of ground survey using conventional 

_ surveying methods.There is no need to discuss eithes the requisite number © = 

of points to-be determined nor the methods of garveying which depened to 

. @ large extent on the size of the area which is to be mapped. eee: 

Haze problem, Photography of distant objects like those below an = 

airplane involves the problen of ha,e. las is due to dust and water 

vapor in the atmosphere which result in dispersal of the shorter waves of 

light, the violet and blue, this causes the blue color of distant objects ~~ 

as is noted in many p ace names. There are two-ways of reducing the 

: blurring of a photograph by haze, First, we can somewhat reduce the : 

exposure and second, we can shut out the shorter wes “lengths of light e 

: ; by appropirate colored visas called filters. ne extent to which the 

second alternative can be employed depends upon the kind of plate or ‘ : 

tues film which is being used. Older photogr,;hic materials were sensitive up 
; They would not take a filter deeper color than medium Yellow: — 

eu i throughye llow in the spectrum of sunlight. Modern films and-plates are = 

, : sensitive to orange red and in some cases into o infra red or invisible — 3 

light rays. with these material orange, and red filters may be used ge 

giving much clearer picutures than were ever obtaind in early days. = - 

- - The use of infra red involves “some difficulty in eiisiine exact Siva i Le 

for one cannot focus when the image is invisible. Color films have now ; - 

been made which require much shorter exposures than any black and white oe ? 

material of a few ven AZOe “hese films are not suited to use with : ee 

filtersalthough they yield good results in very ‘clear weathsr me = 

: XN Z . = S - 

: ; a ‘ Pe
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- Ground Fhotageeph surveying. ; a2 : 

Introduction. Before air photographs were available considerable : 

surveying was done by means of photeraphs taken from the ground. The. See 

method had great advantage where eS was difficult and clear weather = ite 

limited tn-occurence-as in the mountains of the west coast, Local 

one denaf tine still make it a valuable method, It is essentially pl,netable & os 

surveying with the angles previously registed on the piciittes. Both = 

hori ontal and inclined wugen used but the following : a 

@iscussion is limited to the ‘former > : = : 
: Hosieente! : ; 

Field photography. fheteranhe for use in photo surveying must : 

be taken with the camera level which makes the hori,on parallel to. - me 

~ ' the edge of the picture. Leveling may be done either with level vials é 

oe. - : attached to the camera or by placing the camera—on a levelijea plane table s . 

: Every photograph must include recogni gable points whose location and ae 

eee elevationd had previously been determined by S ground survey. If this 3 

ae ns is done no measurment of the direction of the camera is needed. An 2 

Bae . A essential is to mark the position of the camera axis on the picture, - Ls 

: ee This is accomplished oy markers called eciiinahiex marks, These marks can is eo 

2 be inserted in almost any kind of camera eile nscarsia shop work, a : : 

: : They must be close to the plane of the film in order to register pears S . 

; Care must be taken to determine the proper exposure, to use a filter 

: and to teke overlapping pictures of all of the view from a. given Se 

One of the major difficulties is to be certain that all of the land = Se 

: ‘ : wt bast Two ; : 
E within the area tote mapped is covered by vtobuees, If there is much 

forest this could not be accomplished. “he photographic stations may 

be either located by ground ee included in each woh there » j 

, - must be three points whose location and elevation are known. .
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-Refering to Figure 2 it is noted that equal horizontal eles from the pee : 

direction of the camera axis lie on straight lines. If we are fanilie/with é = 

a surveyors transit thie relation 1s elesr, If the Seabemcat ig: - ea 

clamped on its vertical axis at a given angle from that of the pidare and / eer 

_ the telescope is t#¥n moved around its horigontal axis it is clear that the. 

Line of sight passes through a vertical yee, represe ted on the picture . 3 eS 

by a siraight line normal to the¥ komeane If we free the vertical ; 

: axis and eae telescope on its hi ae axis at a given angle of : : 
E : nk grfing short 2entally Thebne of sight ae 

elevation or depression retetien—on the vertical axis will describe the 

: : surface of a cone, 0. the picture Ones of given vertical angles See 

are curves which represent the intersection of these cones with the plane ae : 

: of the photograbh. If we qa to be technical it is evident that the. 

. distance of a point from the horizon or plane of the axis of. the pieture-is . 2 : : 

not proportioned directly to the angle in degrees but instead to its s 

: tangent on account of the fact that the photograph is a plane normal f 

to the cz mera axis. oe ; =: ; Z : 

_ Platting of points. In order to make a map from ground photographs ae 

it is desirable that the focal length of the ‘camera re or determined. — . a 

If the location on the map of the camera station is know the map direction 5 

‘of the axis of each picture is readily located by platting the position a ne 

: of the right ‘oes alongside this exis which also touches another point ee as 

of known location. Refering to Figure 3 locations of both A and B were 

known for the Hataacs between these two stvations was a Mice line on <* eS 

= _ which the entire survey “ig desea It is laid out to map seale onal Ss fey er a 
AO Arc oy 

and the location of line SHECSER SNS axis of ee determined by ; nee 3 

the right triangle A, | D! using the focal length for one side and ya 

distifnce op! for the other measured on the photograph in a direction = : 

parallel to the line of the horizon. In this case it is assumed that the 

map direction of ar kmown In the ae way the axis of Photo B may be = 

: laid out using oe triangle B jo pt Note that these picture planes —— ‘ 8 

é are normal to the lines of axis. - 1 T ees : . om z



= mg . - . 
- #4 Gan TSSEOR that Ge the focal length’ of the camera has not been measured by the maker 

Dee out = rays and measuring distances O-D!' and Oley! As ay . : 

The next problem is to find the map location of point C’which was unknown. The draw 

ee z nae : paar One s 
we! rays to C on from dtevancee O-C! and O'-C The jaeeeeeetes Ce gives the 

: desired map location. The similarity to planetable mapping is evident and the ch#ief 

ali at are (1) not the take the location of intersection of lines not to the same point, 

and (2) to try to obtain more than two rays to the same point tor the intersection of | 

only two rays is not entirely reliable. -If the picutres were not all taken from : 

points of known location the focal length of the camera must be know. The map 

location of the ca mera station is then obtained by drawing map rays to three known 

locations shown in the picture. This a is best done on tracing paper or Celluloid - 

The transparent sheet is then shifted until all the three rays pass through the map Be 

location of the potntesy ace the map location of the camera station = be pricked 

_ through onto the map, “his is often called the tracing paper solution of the three 

point problem; This method is difficult in the field with the plane table but is 

convenient in the drafting room. Following the methods Gtilase above a map ‘of a é 

considerable area can be built up thus greatly shortening the time spent in the : XS 

agiia but ineregging the time in the drafting room, 

a Blevation finding, Figure 4 shows the method of finding differences of eievstink : 

from photographs by graphic solution of the familiar planetab{e method. Difference of 
hori¥ontal or map g : 

elevation eee X tangent of vertical angle. ane map distances are scaled from the 

map and the vertical angles found from a construction similar to that used for horizontal 

angles, Note that the distallc_es from the horizon line are scaled normal to that line 

parallel to the plane of the camera axis. If some points have know elevations c : 

. the elevations of all poirits can be computed, fhe how angles make elevation determinatio. 

cs of rather low accuracy, ; : g 

Stereoscopic examination.It is possible to obtain a waa better idea of relative 

: . distances in @ pair of duplicate photographs by stereoscopic examination than can be 

obtained by the eye at any location or from single matin: Most stereoscopic 

——— the two lenses placed at eye distance. Ws entirely too small. 

; ;
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$ The methods of stereoscopic examination are fully descrived under the head of : 

i vertioalatr photogreshs In Féser t © compare with those the distance is camera By 

5 ‘stations should be a large fraction of the horizontal distances vitci-are-to-te-comparet 

: e amd never less than 50 feet walouss the local topography ,round the camera station e 

will not allow it. On account of the lack of exact kmowledge of either the scale or : 

mean distance of objects in a horizontal photograph it is aiffeult to apply the pe 

: formulas wntellooeinto vertiel air photographs.However stereoscopic examination should 

5 be @ great help in eketchine in details peewee points which were Lecated by inter- . 

sections. =. : ; = Spal 

Limitations of ground photograph surveying. *he accuracy of napping by ground oS 

: photographs depends upon (1) scarcity of forest cova which impeeds views and (2) - _ 

the taking of enowgh photographs so as to obtain sufficent intersecting lines : © 

at ‘ice of more than 30 degrees as well as three or more rays to the same point. : : 

: TMs wethe is limited to nearly treéless terrane where travel is reasonably easy ; <3 

and the camera stabions are on smooth enough spots to permit of adequate stusesgmmpte 3 = 

side stations coe | : & : A ae 

= oe 5 ATR PHOTOGRAPHY, : ec # ae 

: Introduction, The term air photography is preferred by many to the older term = Z 

: : aerial photography for nit sbhegieche taken ereks aircraft, Photographhs were taken from 

2 aligns and kites long ago bul the development of the airplane allowed the art to ie into 

ae its own and to cover sonsiderable areas ‘A photograph from. the air is the only possible a 

ee way to see a hill from all sides at once and cede that the effect of per-_ 

spective which plagues the ground surveyor ci ae ee obsticals : 
as : speed variation, and 

such as haze, static electricity in the camera, irregular alitude, errors in course 

control of the plane had tobQjovercome before present day pictures were possible. — 

= We will not here discuss the problems of field photography but turn at once to : : 

the use of the finished pictures and leave the field work to specialists. 
x ; Kinds of photographs. In flying poe camera axis can be (1) directed as near as y 

= vertical, or (2) inclined . If the angle from vertical is small the pichire is a 

; termed a low oblique; if large a high oblique. Low obliques shoulda if possible .- 2— 

show the horizon , gene methods took both vertical and low obliques E tr Grewe Aieedli— 

5 7 imultereousiy
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Ss by using three camers which took sisal Slinoeds ceeane This was coeeaa the: Sh 

érimetrogon Others used Special camers which took exposures is different divectione. = 

“hese methods are under constant dovelenicas and will not be discussed in detail,. 

Geometry of vertieAl photograchs. The writer has seen few so-called verticals 

which wa a to that name. Furthermore, plotting of a line of eases : 

photographs Cc mstretes that the pilot hadaifficulty in maintaining either 8 2 

3 straight course or constant altitude, ‘Turbulence of the air is worst Stic rough 2 

= terrance and Sm tthe contact between land and a large body of water and it may well : 

: . prove that automatic control may never eintirely overcome the ertds due to x et 

| c eoigwee ge as obtain precise verticallity of the fee axis and 1 is 

- ee would then have an exact an exact map of the land and fitting : 3 

together the pictures into a mosaic would be a correct map indtead of an Cpprectnstion. 

We will neglect for the present the effects of slight tilt of the camera axis in : eS : 

’ distorting the picture.Figure 5 shows how the difference in elevation of the ground ~ ZS 

: should affect the accurzcy of a perfectly vertical photogrsph.The top of hill Bais not 

: moved in the picture wheras that of aap Fy Uistorted outward from the center : 

amt That this displacement is not a oe is obvious from the fact that the = 

common photographs cover & width of gen arhat over two miles -when tsken at an altitiae of 

about 14,000 feet ( See muguref) Detortion eutvara from the point where the vertical | 

: line touches the ground is Padial fron his ac-eeliek nadir point, ya 5 ; 

- S ’ _ Stereoscopic vision, The displacement of photographic images by reason of difference 

: in relief is also illustrated in Mgure 6, It is not simply a nusiance as it is in - 

g making moseics or one maps which show only plan relations in a single plane : e 

/ in which r lief is made plain to the = = 

: for it is the cause of stereoscopic vision * = 

‘ eyes and enables the quantitative measurment of airforengs in elvation of the ground. 

> The basic cause of depth preception is the fact that any elevation is looked at from 

; a different angle with each eye thus giving the impression of depth ( Figure 7) : 

It is obvious that to see this effect the observer must have normal vision in both eyes _ 

Some persons cannot see stereoscopiczlly because: they see only with one eye at a time.
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Stereoscopic vision does not absolutely deat the use of any instrument to % 

separate the visitep of each eye from that of the sinc does renuire two pictures 

- taken from different points of view. Some persons find that when the pictures s 

are properly placed a paperer sheet srlctieck held vertically between the two 

pictures is enough to ‘mee the eyes to have spearate vision. Many can dispense 

with such an aan and-get the desired result. Several methods of practice to attain 

this result have been suggested but the writer has found that the simplest and most © 

reliable is to relax or "aayarecn" until the eyes see the same object in two = 

different positions, When the eyes are in this condition attention is devoted ee 

to the two pictures placed with common potatoes than 2.5 inches apart, 

free pictures will be seen of whi h the center one is in relief. It is often 
: AR tn 

_ necessary to shift the pictures until perfect relief is oueainet. Not all, ; 

probably only a minority of people joven attain this result which is. nost convenient : 

when ex niaing stereoscopic pictures in the field and in any case it is of little 

. or no value in mapping. EE ao wt ei Wa ton : 

: : Stereoscopes. Several devices are used to attain stereoscopic visifn without 

troubl@and over long periods of time. Common types are (1) two convex lenses es 

at eye distance apart on 2 suitable stand which permits focusing on the pictures, : 

(2) a combination of mirrors with lenses or prisms inetuaind nindature binocular — 

: telescopes arranged to secure either direct or enlarged wee. of the Iie Hee 

a one with each eye. The lens type of stereoscope hs the disadvantage of ovis 

only a'part of the common area of the photographs. Devicses with mirrors or ee: 6 

can obtain all of the area common to the two pairs of the stereopaitend hence may 

prove much sperior if a large area is ‘a be examined although some of them do not co 

: show the relief Pes @s prominent a manner as does the lens stereoscope.: With the lens 

type there may be"blina spots" which cgn never be seen in relief no matter how the 

: photographs are overlapped or trimmed, (3) Photographs of a pair may be printed 

one in. red and the other in green or blue. When this pair is examined through 

suitable colored glasses the relief effect is obtained. This-device~tesometimes! :



The method of using colors''so that each eye sees only one of the p itures is ; : : 

called an anaglyph. They have not come into ek use sans because of the — = 

cost and the feat that if the glasses are lost the picturs “epoeatienly a blur. — 

é (4) Proje¢tion devices which throw the pair of photographs onte a board or 

* pereans giiker tes colors. witi-giesses or cross polarized sient seas asd te 

‘separate the pictures to the Sastver. -Polarized light requires the use of = 

polaroid gibennr : ao : 

Definitions. Zhe center of a photograph where he “pees: axis intersects Se 

; the ground is called the principal point, This point is Pita by amving straight 

; lines between the oalivation aaisha on the edges or corners of the prints. 5 

The plumb or nadir point is where the vertical line through the lens ‘of the camera : 

intersects the pidure, Since the exact tilt is rarely known it is commonly ; 

assumed that this coincides with the principal point. ‘The marking of photographs 

. must inclue the transferred principal points of adjacent pictures is the flight : 

or run. Many autlirities recommend setting the adjacent photographs under a : ‘ 

* ‘stereoscope when the prijeipel point of one photgraph appears suberimposed on the 

: adjacent one and is readily marked.  Weersoscbpte visiton oe obtained threough 

= considerable angle of tolerance and ‘S@ practice has demonstrated that the above ® x : 

: method is suject to considerable error, The writer has found that the principal ; 4 

= points may be located by distance from nearby landmarks such aa field corners S 

' which ean be seen on votlphotographs. Since the distances are small any error in 

scale due to change of siovaties of the plane is unimportant. ‘This method isto 

BIS e either in continuous land with no local marks or over water, = 

4 line is drawn between the principal point of the central photograph and the : 

transferred points to follow what is assumed to be the line of flight, In older 

pictures this is rarely a perfectly seed line. When photographs are properly See 

set up for stecoscopic.examination this line of flight of two adjacent photographs — 4 

must be parallel to the axis ‘of the stereoscope. No attention has thus far been : 

given to the tilt which moves the nadir points a short distance from the principal z 

points. “he line of flight must then be drawn tae the nadir points un,
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Sas Height finding Figure 5 demonstrates that elevation differences vary-with 

the position apart of the images of different points in e steeopair.. Parrglex 

is defined as the apparent movement of a object in reference to a plane of reference ; : : 

which is due to the real movement of the observor. The movement of wll pane ; 

- is real and the apparent movement is ref the same object shown in two successive 

pictures. fue above principles may be used to obtain a quanitative vale of the © ; 

difference in elevation of the object with reference to some plane of elevation. — 

‘ If the stereopair is properly set up along the line of flight parallax differences 

ee can be measured with an ordinary scale whose position should be parallel to the 

line between gm principal or nadir points. However, the small distances which 
= ae Z 

‘i must be measured make it preferable to do this work under the magnification 
J“ a ‘ 

afforded by a stereoscope. It is easy to see that the movement of the plane, By, wm dears) 
: plane above the Ton 

: is in the same proportioxto the elevation of oe above axiam ( H-h) as 

aifferenxexiexin elevation of the hill dh is to the difference in parallax dC 

The last figure is the apparent movement of the same point measured framkke 

(i mbna) Cee 
on the two pictures, pmetrine this to obtain a usable value for && we must realize 

that B the movement of the. plane between successive exposures cannot be measured : 

directly. ae ¢gn be measured is the Uskeu wtween the principal point of 

one photo and tke transferred position on the other member of the pair, a is 

dae to see that this latter determination of the photo base, b is related to the ; 

original length in the.air in the ration f: H.. b= Bi ff H By substitution 
A pe Se te > gd dh = BRU’ ‘* 

fa in (Heh) ; @fii: By ap it is clear that ® = b.H/£.(H-h) “Although simple to 

derive by similar triangles it is obvious that this formula is not usable 
/ : nor H ( altitude of the plane) : 

for neither f ( focal length of camerg ) is always avilable and h is the final 

: answer t Jteure 8 shows a mexe practi¥sl solution. We will assume that both 

pictures are truly vertical and were taken at the same elevation and that dh ( height ~ 

: of the hill) is amall compared to H, We can then ignore the figure| B-h) The apparent 

: movement of the hilltop between the two pictures is x We will set up two values co 

CL : N a 
for i can be equated and thus eliminate it from further consideration. 

yh : Z 5 
: The ‘distance of the movement of the hilltop in the sae” B the sum of the 

KA ee! 

: a



=e para llax displacements in each picture, Now ss tert £3H by the wanis ratio - : 

whitch vas explained earlier. From this we can readily see that c = ap.uf £ : 

a By similar triangles dh :c;; H; B whence c= ah:B/H. “he two values a nay be put : 

Be equal to each other and we have dp.H /f = dh.B.H What we need is the difference of e 

cLevat in, in terms of difference in parallx, dp . Solving the above equation for a 

dh we get dh = ap.’ / £.B In this we can sulstitue the relation that > which can 
‘ ee B = b.tfa B/f 2, : 

; _ | be measured on the photographs fe pases 36 Bye fF xikiecetroiciont beck 

. This gives dh = apt / £2. Next the fs and one H cancel out and we have = 

ss dh= dp.H/ by dp will be taken as unity for we desire to find how many feet S 

of vertical distance there are for a unit of parallx displacement However we do not : 

‘ ~ always have the value for H so that we can parthix substitute the value of H in : 

; relation to easily aekeared quanities . The easiest way in country which F aiviaea 

: : ‘un sections by the Land Survey is to measure the length of calc on the ground 

This should be averaged for not all wurvéying was accurate * ene there is some 

variation due to altitude of the plangy ‘Georeticaty, the distance on the | es 

which represents a mile is in the ratio £/H to the original distance on the ere i 

Hance H = g,f/m- Since f is not always known to the user of the photographs we = 

can solve the equation f= H,m/ g using for the value of H H= ah.b/ap provided - 

we already know the value of dh from measurment of paralix difference of a hill of 

- Imown height. Legving the value of f for the present we find that dh = dp.g.f/ bém = 

4 The distances measured on the phtographs are b and m which are readily determined § _ 

by an ordinary scale showing decimal divisions of inches, The aot thing is ee fix 

upon the proper units of dates. Or maps will gensraly be with Inglish units, 

Wiest pinches, endleiles,) Sciles on most stereoscopic mapping devices for determining 

poral differences are divided into nilldmeters What we need is number of feet ‘ 

per pillinoter of persis and hence ees = eR a f£ . 25.4/ 

v.25 As m 28-4 Cancellation of conversion teclors simplfies this to de (feet) = 

miss 25.4 | yes * alk 25.4 Since s very popular camera used for most of the 

photographs taken in the United States had a focal length Uf of 8.25 inches we can 

: solve the above by further simplification to ah ( feet) per millimeter @f parallex = 

1715/ b.m ( doth in inches } -
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=. Figure 10 is a dlegran showing the values of dp in feet per millimeter for _ ss je : 

different values of m, and b in inches. Most photogreplis taken ‘in this country were 

intended to be at a scale of 1;20,000 so thwt the photo distance of a stendard mile 3 3 

4, of 5280 feet, If the seats is exact thts should ve slightly over 3.16 Anches, 2 

i _ on the photograph but the pictures are rarely exact, Lines are drawn for three 
' different values of m and intermediate vzlues may be estimated. It must be = 

- remembered that the limit of accuracy is not 5 this dlscram but lies in the = 

: precision with which parallax differences can be measured. The test of this is ‘ i 

8 ; oy how closely do separate determinations agree which depends upon the quality of 

Z : the. piptography. “It is uncommon to have sucessive deterninatiens agree closer 

: & than about 1/20 mtv igetee, Hence a fairly rough determination of the value of _ = : 

= _ gh is all that is reasonable to expect. Measurments are made in two different - 

ways on ihatranents designed for this purpose. Some use a micrometer or revolving — = 

: scate and others a relay ewsee. The latter is easier to read but should always 

he rend When ternine the Serer tigitar kgatait Vhs ‘spring. The points ot Seceauaee 

over each pe the pair are dots on glass, often in a slightly elevated a 

eee central area, Despite small electric bulbs to illuminate the pictures these dots 

; : are hard to see on a dark background and if the stereopait is left set as ast fet 

: "dusted off reularly the glasses soon wear to a et glass yeondstt0n . Dots on : 

Ce enlota which although soft is reasily replaced were tried. Just why the a SS 

ES ‘ measurments are in millimeters where other measurments are feet or inches is not 

clear. : ; : é ee 

: Effects of tilt. Slight tilt ‘is apparent in the majority of air photographs z 

which were tatenapa to de vertials. Figure 11 shows some principles of tilt. : 

é : The up side of a photograph is tospieee and contains the principal point. : ie 

\ The plumb or nadir point lies on the down side which is too ee “The B&bG666686R6 

_ . axis of tilt lies half way between the principal point and nadir point the point ee 

on a line joining these two and crossing the axis of tilt is termed the isocenter 

or point of no distortion , The axis of tilt may trend in any ddivocsions & : 2 

Since the tilt affects the scale of the photograph it changes parallax neasurments : 

oo so that points of the same elevation on one side of the line of flight do not check 

with others ab the same elevationon the wiceute side. : ; :
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ss - fA nother Saeuiasiian is that parallax measurment between points of the dane elevation : : 

‘differes in different parts of the stereopair. Still more easily iat is Be 

failure of peice rtiasien locations of the sqme point in the two picture to o 

maintain a line parallel to the line of flight. If ground distances are knowm 

tilted photographs do not display the same segle at the same elevation everywhere 

Bs in the area common to the two pictures of a stereopair. All these phejomena — 

proved existance of tilt although thay are only qualitative and prove neither ae = 

; this direction nor amount of tilt. These relations are shova<in Fig.13 where the eK 

be ee eee " 
< total tilt is shown as Rmmnonents Co to Line. of flight and poe to it. ae 

Correction of tilt. *ne beginner may well ask how, if tilt is so prevalent: " 

and causes so many errors are we going to use air photographs to male sine : a 

maps? The answere lies in the radiel line method which is illustrated in Figure ae 

14, The basis of this idea . tht directions from the isocenter to any oint in _ 

the photographs are less afected by: tilt than are distances, Note that this’ anes ; 

: 3 principal is opposite tothat of the legal method of correcting old land surveys 2 = 

where distances hold over recorded directions. To obtain aceurafe results Dy 

: drawing radial lines on: dn overlay above the photographs it is essential to have ee 

: “some lines included whose true length has Seat found by a ground survey. Were é 

this not done the entire map would be at the scale of the first photograph.” * 

Unfortunately the location of dup teaseniet td rarely known and it is generally 
: assumed to be at the principal points The radial lines on ne overlay must : 

include points which are shown in adjacent: pictures, Some of the side points 

: must be recognized in three ‘successive photographs for the method of locating a 

; points is exactly the same as ordinary sits surveying and it is essential” Se : 

for accuresy te mave as nany points located by the intersection of three lines 

; : as possible,Note that it is exactly as if a planetable/had been set up Gkreetay i 

below the plane at every exposure but has the advantage that shots can be taken = 

: to many points which could not be seen on the ground. It is also sutenkiad { 

~ that points on ai ticant flights be included so that the flights may be joined a : 

together, Several conditions are included in Figurdi4. In some cases the a 

points a not shown in the adjacent flight, and i others the spacing of ——_ ;
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: vsries from the intended plan. Zh : : 

Correction tee differences in elevation of ground. Figure 9 showed how points : 

; are displaced due to difference of elevation of the ground which is radial wlone 

lines- drawn from the nadir point. This point is rarely kmown precisely so that aie 

we must assume it to be coincident with the principal point. Fortunately this is 3 

of comparatively 1ii{le importance with the scales used for making most maps. 

: Quanitative measurment. Lack of Imowledge of actual tilt makes quanitative 

determination of sitksx displacements due either to elevstiek or to.tilt almost 

impossible, Figure 9 showed the computation for elevation displacements, d for ; 

elev>tion Gbove datum of h, “seure 12 demonstrates the same for tilt. Here the 

tilted photograph witk isocenter at i is solidyand the equivalent vertical pletare i 

is dotted, The displacement is related to angle B between 4 line to the point 

from the lens and the line to the isocenter, The angle of tilt is t. 
vertical su 

The displacementaitxaxr db! or ad = ia for ib) sin t. Horizontel displacement : 

: is pee displacement tan B, Now tan 3 = ia (or ib) - 2"asbetatotion shows os 

that 4 = ia” er 14) sin t /f Displacemnts are radial from the isocenter, 

The importance is that displacements increase with the square of the distance from oo 

the isacenter so that mapping from the’ edges of photographs is relatively inaccurate 

te eaidithe directions tks up and down sides of the photograph, 

A Practical use of radial line controls Students were taught to use tracing paper 

overlays in akiee radial line construction over a group of pictures in two adjacent — 

flights. ‘his was done to tegch principles but if the area tobe mapped is large 

this simple method becomes cumbersome, It s better to make the tompletdes the 

overlays are = out of earboard with round holes at the principal points and 

slots along the radial lines centered on the other points, Small metal buttons with 

. : holes in the centers are inserted and the viele assembled and shaken down, as ; 

points of interasstion of lines are thus determined and failure of any individng! z 

. templet to settle smoothly into place is eviderce of either a mistake in laying ; 

ont sus Linas os‘ fnoran tilt, Such a construction by what is termed the 

slotted templet method is cumbersome and wasteful of cardboard. As a substitute



"slotted metal strips can be used which ee clamped on the central ptt on by a screw. : Q 

= Map locations are pricked through in the same way. Today most mapping is done with : 

some form of projection device which throws animageof the stereoscopic image e : 

onto a board. The projectar is tilted to compensate for tilt until ikx the rebief ; 

: snags’ gareb with several known elevations within iasine each steeopair, 

Such devices were not used at the University of Wisconsin hecause of their expense 

and it was jected to not get students used to such else nad Oo to work without 

SLRS method of correction of elevations for tilt was to draw contours on 

an overlay showing the variation in values of dh across each stereopair, Published — oo 

gi appear to show that the more known elevations in the area the more . 

complicated the contour pattern which appears to show the much of the discrepancy is . 

due to errors ia photography pwn howler Oe hots = : 

Exact determinations of tilt. Sone prehaps many —— tried methods of 

computing the exact amount and direction of the tilt of ay photograph verticalz 

* A method which eppenredto offer possibilities is that of Rihn, : He tired to caipake 

: the scales pf the sides of a triangle on the phbograph which had been surveyed 

by ground methods using the formlakk Bite ites | ice sistance otme-etetere 

wnitj. “he difficulty appears to be to f ind the point on the side of the triangle 
; where the scale attains the mean value, the se-ealled scale pein} Bihe used an ‘stad 

arbitrary construction to attain this point. The trouble is that aimmskxany tims | : 

‘rlengle side crossh the axis of tilt. Now as has been shown the relative : : 

ae of photo to ground distane changes sign at the line of tilt being shorter on 

} one side and longer on the other than it should be if the picture was truly 

votes: This destroys all possibility of sucéss, : 

ee the map, A map is most easily sain at a scale close to the : 

average scale of vertical photograplis . 0 nly part of the map will be the exact “a 

scale especially after radial line jesations of locationhave been made. 

Students commonly try to oa with gtracing same directly on the photographs. 

This method leaves lines on the chehenraiha wherever the pencil was used ; 

For this reason atios devices have been made to permit drawing on a sheet of 

p2per which is et over the photographs. These devices were not used for the same - 

: reason that other mechanisms were not employed, namely to get students into habits
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of depending too greatly on such helps. for the desired seale of the final map 4 ce 

it seemed preferable to either shift a tracing slightly with change of positions . : 

: or to sketch details with these controls in wad: Much detfail the trom the 

_ picutres czn abe sketched with the stereocomparitor which has a drawing pencil : 

attached. Those ins tment s used by the writer all had the great disadvantage 

that this pencil was put on the back where it ‘proved difficult to reach the map = 

to sketch on it. On some it was Pow. antic drawing attachment to the : 

; : right. Another fault of most instruments was that a heavy sterdocomparitor was 

attached by friction to a light drafting arm in order to keep it always vareiiel? ‘ : 

. The writer devised a double parallel rule attachment which proved much hore. rugged 

d and Aopeaieties This is now used by some manufacturers. Ee ; 

‘ 2 Oblique photographs. < ; es 

- tatsekiabion, Oblique photographs have the very great advantage of including : 

much more land surface in a than is possible with rerticaiay) tel ore the. 2 == 

disadvantage that some of the land is niaaen behind hills and woods and that they : 

“aléplay perspective with ietant objects much reduced in size compared with Giese = - 

, in the foreground. This effect is most prominent in — obliques which approach ‘ 

: horizontal photographs. It is possible either by gémetric constydction or through ° 

: optical means to change many sbidguee (rectify) ae vacvioale: Gevioukip-elliense © 

; are_favered by the cost factor for they require much less flying to cover-an area 

tad de. suri joala. <ad-tha recat auabhe-ef-kkte PIS ach act ou gtked — Bm: 

Perspective geometry of photographs Figure 15 shows the comparativda = ‘ 

perspective geometry of horizontal, oblique and vertial photographs. - Dispiacdat te ; 

are measured by showing the intersection of lines of certain vertical and horigontal 

angles upon ‘the photogrgph. Such angles are similar to those observed with either pa 

a telescopic alidade or a transit, As previously demonstrated the horizontal ie 

photograph has lines which approximate a grid whose center is determi Mf by the : 

axis of the camera, A vertical photograph has a spider web peppern also with this : 

"  eenter fixed by the axis of the camera. . This axis is intended to be vertical. es 

In an mates it is an advantage to show the horizon. This is a low oblique. : 

It is transition between vertical and horizontal pic‘ures and lines of. equal horizontul
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G& angles radiate from a point below the picutre to the same spacing on the horizon 

as-they have in a horizontal photograph. oie 
: vertical < 
Definitions. Wigure 16 is a section through an oblique photogra 4 

: _ which passes-through both lens and-center of the pein ae ssection is on 
e i : 

_ the principal plane The vertical line through the lens reachés the nadir point 

; The line to the_true horizon is at 90 degrees from the vertical, Since the true 
* : \ 

4 horizon is above the apparent horizon in the photograph it does not show in the. 

picture. -The apparent horizon is not always visible because of either topography 

or poor photographie conditions. “The angle between it and the true horizon 

; which is higher because of the curviture of the earth is appro ximately in minutes 

the sqyare root of the elevation of the plane in feet. Hence the elevation is Fe 

essentizl to mapping from an ablique.The line marked focal length is the optic : 

axis of the camera and is normal to the plane of the photograph. Figure 17 is a 

_ ina horizontal plane threugimthextens. ; : a 
ground plan or map drawn i the level of the lens’ Figure 18 is a plan showhg _ 

. Yelations in the plane of the picture, It is essential to realize that to get 
the angles must be those in @ horizontal 

2 true directions on a map of any point sought THE ANGLSs-MUS2? BETHOSH OF A -HORTZONTAL © 
: plane. Sts * : ; 

PEANa. They are angles from the plumb or nadir=-lens line. Now it is possible : 

ee - to compute the point from which a true map direction ray can be drawn through the 

point sought. Points for this purpose will differ forf different parts of the 

picture. fats point was illustrated in teaching by a three dimenional model of 2 
rr A 3 imine gio : 

she picture showing the relation of true map oe The angle of depression is readily 
nN N aT 

determined from Figure 16, A construction like that of this figure also Wee zi 

Ree one =F © 
the distance of the nadir = from the lens isaueie Saha eae : A 

Se In Gdier to locate this’ point on the map three true direction rays to points of 

_ . known position are determined, platted on*tracing ee the three point ‘ 

: problem is solved as previously described for horizontal or ground photos. Nae 

, 7 | py A vifal fact which musl be realized is that the intercepts for given angles - 
05 = 5 

3 all the same on the horizon line, All that is necéapry to draw map rays is to 

find (1) the interCepts on the horizon and (2) the position of the vertical line tes 
x ‘ 

the nadir point. : : : . ; 
: NS 4
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: on the map ‘ ; poe > : Drawing from nadir point. The ee the nadir point below the lens of the 

le  -etabe ania Gea oblique photo is useful as the center from which to draw oo 
= Map rays controlled by intersepts on the horizon line. If it is not awkwardly distal” 

: this simple method of obtaing such true rays was widely practices of trimetrogon : 

- wing photographs. A mechgnical device where the two constructions, (1) in the plioto 

plane, (2) on the m&p were connected by a single bar which ran on the horizon 

so that the offsets of horizon distance were the dias The two arms differed in 

ae tenga) Gistanedfeon hortae to nadir solutes (2) distance gn map or horizontal 

: ae fren horizon line to lens position, Exact values for these distances may either> 

be computed or scaled from construction like Figures 17 and 18, When the map rays = 

\ have been determined the overlapping photographs of the trimetrogon system allowed 

the jest: out of radial line control which covered a wide area and tied together ‘ 

- an entire flight, : : = 

; Ss Grenes solution In many obliques the nadir point is very ¢distant on the ~ z : 

a position of the horizon line, In this case it is more convenient to a : 

—— Oren 's graphic construction. Rig Tetetina the map position of the = 

vertical line at the level of the point south! as shown in Pigerms or the left ae S 

side of Figure 19, In the latter figure it is evident that a line to AB y the pis 

oie ae to the vertical line is equal to typ te must find this length te : 

state-of the photograph so as to get the direction of the ray. Construct: the 

triangle HOL of transparent plastic like celluloid. Measure the distance DL from the 

left part of the diagram. Yonstruct the horizon line in the right hynd diagram. 
‘ Conatrusk a line parallel to the horizon through the point sought, A. 4 

‘Set an are with radius AD “Fina point B by shifting the triange LOH along the ~ 

Bay principal line of the right diagram until side HO extended is the same distance 

below the horizon as D, that is the are is tangent to both horizon and prinaip id 

_. ine at D Now the point 1 which is vertically above Nis the center from which 7 
: _ & map ray may be drawn through A, (44a ie A) For the same camera and same angle of 

depression kthe same transparent triangle my be used. ee



3 Blevztion Mk Was be determined accurately in a single 

Oblique photograph. Where there are overlapping pictures jos with the trmetorogon : 

system, it is possible to obtain reasonable detereinations of objects not too far a 

. from the camera, The following method was used by one of the groups working in i 

the southwest Pacific in World War II but no derivation of the formulas was given in 3 

their publicition. -The basic principles, with the writers peer are shown in — = 

Figuree @land 21. Let m= a point wk whose elevation dove datum is desired. 

a Te base line at the bottom of the photographs ie ike where the oblique 

is at the ‘iene scale as the pentinal which was taken at the same time.. Next we Z 

“must recogni,e that parallel lites on the ground in a given direction aid come a : 

together on the horizon at a vanishing point. The horigon line mst then be marked - 

on two adjacent pictures both of which show the point m. Two vanishing points V, and V2. 

= deviance axhfae equal to B, the distance the plane traveled between ace 

to the scale of the & vertical pidire Refe ring to the left side of Figure 20 eo 

: which is a drawing in the photo plane, we may project the position of m onto the ; ; a 

-base line. The parallax motion is 4 which may be measured Te inches on the common 

line or iggises, In these diagrams the elevation base is taken as this line. : 

“The r igh\ part of Figure 20 is a xsection of one of the photos on the principal 

plane. This shows that the actual elevation of m above datum is BE but due to ‘ 

inclination of the picture this corresponds to HE! in the photo plane. Now the = 

oe capindeelgas of point m may be divided into a, and a, the part on each picutre of the 

overlapping pair. B+ shows the Asarenes shepians moved between exposures to photo ste 

which may be divided into D) and Dp B is also the distance betwen the two : 

vanishing points, | Next it is clear that a= 2 us &) } rE where I is on the 

fisoline, 4= a Ge ap)/1F Hence a=B! (B+ a)/ THY Next Be B" cos 

angle of depression, which is shown at the right in Fig. 20 = TH! cos ‘same angle. zZ 

Hence B!; TH¥s; a5 (a +B) and E/ HY = 4/( 443) The first expression is 

proved by similar Selgitangles and in the second equation. the cosine of the angle of 

‘aegeadiven cancels out zo that our final result is B=h.d / (B+ y In seus 21 

é the method of determination is shown, Here a datum plane of elevatioh : : 

: was established by a point Y whose elevation was known.
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This spot is close to the principal plane. A well marked point near or on the horizon ie 

Bet : These points are V_ snd Vo 

and visible in both photographs is selected and the ray to it through Y is arawh, Pah Was 

is the pointY, . Uxtended. to the base line this ray intersects at 0 which ix. the. =: 

: base point for a11 measurments. Similar rays to a abe iruva from the from nadir 

‘points, Nand WN! Both extend to the isoline. The principles of perspective show } 

xe that these rays are parallel on the map for they go to she game vanishing point. 

Using an inch scale measurments are takenfron 0 to Giteuestteas of othr rays with: oe 

: : the isoline, B, the air base is equal tthe distance from the trangferred at 0 - : 

It is equal to % : Seen se 

on right photo and the line from nadir point N to same vansshing point in right Soe 

: photo. d is the difference in readings fo wert te two photos . His the sea level i 

fe alitude of the plane above point Y Ifm is lowers than Y the forma Dbecomes Bed ee 

: Note that Band d are measured in inches and H and E in feet. a os 

‘ Smith's. method. of finding vertical angles. me nethoa illustrated by Figure ae : 

: 22 is the method proposed by Hy T. USmith. It may prove confusing because =e than — 

exe plane is shown on the same ‘sagraaihe solid lines show the outline of an ablique. = 

_ photograph with true horizon et ha! The nadir point is at n, the principal point at : 

- Q. In the left part the warisont section through lens and principal plane is shown, 

: 1 is the focal length L is the lens position with Sines 2 and 3 at 90 degrees : z 

hLo is the angle of scaruisiie of the eeleioal point. a is the point sought ; 

a Line 5 is drawn through this from nadir point n to hori,on at a! ao side 

: Using n as a — line) 4 is an arc with radius nL Now if a right ae is so Re 

placed thet the right angle is on arc 4atL'. and the sides through x! . 

and n the angle a! L' a is the true angle of depression of a. One side of this angle is 

" Line 7 defined as ab! This angle can be measured with a protractor. By making the = 

(triangle showa—in-doubie-tines of transparent material it con be combined with oe 

: the protractorThe method works best if the angle of depression is fairly large. 

: oe of Siaee ie g : 

Blevation finding. When the point’ s é Pp ; ne ie 

- photograph have both been ocated on the men, the eivation (fa easily computed ’ eS 

The formula is elevation = distance ae tangent of angle. the -samettea was used : 2 

- -bo-ee¢-elevation of plene: ~“istances were scaled on the map. : =



= : Canadien gria system of rectification.The early mapping of northycentral Canada f 

covered @ région of rather low relief with many lakes.Directions were, thereforfe 

Little affected A eae of elevation and it was decided to employ oblique 

: pictures so @s to ecomonize on flying. The basic idea was_.to draw a system of : 

squares on the ground as they grpeer in the photograph. Paquiates data are (1) 

focal length of the camera end eltstuas of the plane at the time of exp osure. ; 

Control was supplied by ground surveys which located definite objects which could be = 

_ recognized in the photographs. Figures 23 and 2abhow methods used ai constructing the : 

perspective grid which is done on transparent material and is usable with all eS 

photographs taken by the same camera at same elevation. Grids must be prepared for : 

: ‘gaueaat different elevations close te that Gniok 4 was intended to use in the field : 

: for such data is derived from altimRter readings which are subject to error through : 

weather changes. Turning to Figure 23 we see that two_ scales must be employed for : 

different parts: (1) the size of the eS pechlon mist ve ene : 
gril Be 2ipcTrnr Pore 

' sile of the original and (2) ‘the ground with its grid must be on the desired map 

_ scale. First mark the apparent horizon on the picture, Cae the position of, the 
| : ae aoe / Unel pK 

true —e from available altitude of the plane as explained ae Find the Si 

: principle point of the photograph and measure the distance below the true horizon. 

: Lay out at right angles the picture whens ake the axis of the camera. Draw horizon line : 

; at right angles to the vertical line below the lens position. Carry picture plane line 

across the ground Linebhich is normal to the oe at a distance to map 

scale vhich gives the ee at the time of exposure. Starting at this intersection 

lay out on the ground line the intersections of the Sides of theesquares of the grid. 

Most of the ‘laboratory work at the University of Wisconsin used mile squares. : 

Some advise starting these at the point wee the camera axis extended cuts the = 

ground line. Draw lines from these points to the lens taking care to mark the “ |. 

positions where they auberdeiset the picture plane. Omit those outside the picture 

s limits and those so far distant from the camera that drawing from them on the a 

; $ jphotograph would be inaccurate. “urn next to Figure 24 which is to construct the lines 

: ies converge away fron he camera in the. direction of icles Construct lines Sen gees 

es true horizon and vertical line as before but remember that we are here looking :
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s 28 : = 

a zt the pioutre in the ‘direction thy p the czmera was pointed. Next turn 

: : attention to the ground or junction line where the surface of the land cuts : oe ; 

the plane of the picture in Figure 23, On this line both map end picture are 

are the same scale. “hen lay out both = from the orinedpel plane the é 

squares to the same scale &s was used in Figure 23. : Conncet each mark: . 

for the division between squares to the vanishing point on the true horizon ‘ 

aa ep 
4t its intersection eee the principal plane. This will give us a series of cn 

converging lines, each of’ which shows the effect of perspedts ye on the 

- of the ies Then transfer oy oo ap tee on ees : 

; o the line of the principal plane, ough sadn mark construct lines 

parallel to the junction line thus making up the squares in perspective ~ 

; 2 Gare should be taken not to show the squafes too far away where distance and at 

ae ss atmospheric conditions make mapping of detail very bea. Also omit 

squares outside the limits of the photograph, Tae perspective squares are 

now laid over the picture and the distance between points located by ground 

survey compared with that indicated by the squares. If it not Saves = 

‘I a diagram for a slightly differnent plane altitude must be tried. When the 

correct grid has been found the details of the lanscape maybe drawn on true 

, squares of the map In making the map it is not seential to pay any attention : 

: to equality ot scale, The mep squares may be either larger or ameiler than : 

= those of the gria on the junction line. : 

- Richts method, Rich's method of rectification of an oblique picture — 

~ is illustrated in Mgure 25. Like the Canadian grid method it is applicable 

only to nearly level ground where local ditteceuess ee toi tion cause no : : 

3 important distortion of directions. In Mgure_ 25 we have a section on the 

j cplmatial R plane of the photograph. This Bee taken from a bluff : 

‘ and not from a plane so that the alitude is small. All features of the 

picture and are full original size. “he elevation and map parts are : 

ac at the deisred map scale as with the Canadian ca The locations of ta 

é i in the photograph are determined by intersecting lines which cy based upon
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two vanishing peinsas’ We know that all lines to a given vanishing point are : 
d parallel on tne map. Here three points were used, two for each side of the map 

; with the central one common to both halves; The map position of these 3 

: parallel lines was fixed at the points where they cross the ground line : 

Figure 26 shows how a map was constructed from ta low oblique phtograph. a 

The outside lines of the triangle vy Vo L are ture map direction rays for Lois 5 

. - they pass through the nadir point of figure 25 (inot shown there). 4 
Hach point was located at the intersection of Lines one of them parallel 

_ to the line HL, the principal line and passing through the intersection of ee 

: 2 the Sevieeitink ray on the photograph to th@ ground line. The Pee ray 

uses one or the other of the vanishig points Vy and V5 and the line is drawn : 

parallel to the side lines through the intersection of rays with the ground 

5 = “Line The two side vanishing points must be far enovgh. away from the ee 3 

: principal plane to give good intersections. In this shecacracy 
5 ef a setion line could be identified by a row of trees and was used to give ic eee 

the north line. ~ : ae 

Summary, The writer has endeavored to showy ‘that the preparation of = : 
: ‘a base map from photographs taken either on the ground or from the air a 
85 requires neither great experience nor skill, simply care in drawing and ) 2 Z 

in following auimple direct ons. Methods are easiest with vertical air“, ee 

photographs, piel tia are distored by perspectivé but have the 
advantage that a single oblique of fairly -level ground or a shoreline oe 

can be made into. &map. To obtain photographs taken from the air the 4 See 

U. 8, Geological Survey publishes a . of coverage in the United States es o 

including how to obtain copies. It 7 also be noted that besides furnishing s 

a basemap air photographs are invaluable in deliniating the boundaries of both — a 

ssoib ak ccclciloal' sagh by their representation not a of topography : = : 

but also Hot differences in moisture content of the ai and mantle rock es 

: from which much valuable information may be dstiaseas If no photographs gh : 
3 are avialable a geologiy . can take obliques with BM anera froma light .< 448 

plane avoiding such low angles of depression that much of the country is hidden v
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* 3 Photogrephic map-making for geologists. ; 

: em? 
introduction. The discussion following is e reeuned with improvements) of material 

formerly taught to geolgists et the University of Wisconsin covering use of photographs 

in making be$e maps. Much of the published literature on this subject is so complex 
oft writers 

that it is hard to understand. A common fault =" to omit entirely the derivation of 
wc \Wrervtute 

formulas. It has been remerked that much of ‘AW consists of "hard ways to do. easy things." 

For this reason wany references are omitted yer their reading proved more confusing than 

both 
enlighening to beginners. “he accuracy demanded by meny methods is far bepoat 

Fea, 
accuracy of aveilable photogrj< boa serge ca naga Mi posssbie accurecy of drawing, _ — 
Prete Weare rend fo Corpach was ghia camesedand, Om [poomee’/ Ala atts WAN tlshinel | 

Kink When photogrerhic methdus are necessary. Surveying from hotographs is en 

oe ge ee sot tari geo Pine necessary when @vailable tine’is limited by time of travel or by weather r when N N : cS a l LN 
pictures are taken from aircreft. Iy a ee ne the bask $ 

+ 
i en erie ae - 

i Kinds of photozrerngs. Photographs may be i oe the ground or from the airs 
He 

wth bhe exis of the camera ‘siae vertical, noriapeioy or inclined. Obviously the first 

— : 
wr is possible only from the air. 

ae < 
Lenses. Ceueras consist of a convex lens Which throws a real imege on a film. 

ot ee 
The construction of a lens which gives aneorrect image eti—in—the-some—piexeend fase Q = 4 

which ieee Me castes of $8» visible light in one piene is not at all simple Mawr 
Te dati An tw ham 
Exact measuruents ‘siiow thet there are ee rem lens construction . 

’ In our discussion these defects heve’Z$-be. ignored. It must be realized that the actual Sek 
tn Ue 

oe ks tk ee is turned 160 degress from the origi on the 
ese: . A 

tion Development taex ote a@ negative. t2 fis negative is converted to a positive 
Me fo wer Lawrinsd re 

by printing held in front of an observers eye at the same distance that the film 

was from the center of the lens it showid coinelig, vit the original view. This assumptior 

i is used in most demoustrations end needs no further proof. ‘he distance of the film from 

the lens is known as the focal length of the camera when it was focused for ‘objects P 
wangW7e0e athe) 

at gypistancen It is therefore apparent that aside from minor errors due to lens % 

A cote | WS Mr, “ Sa: a. 
_ and printing defects a Wiew with a camere ferntskes a record of bs view from which pn 

; i * is j ie enpesinic to find both see and horizontal angl@s of objects Sod to the axis of the 
<2 ASS i De tape oe Fe eit ~ x ee gy
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& Camera. Finding of angles enables one to locate objects seem in more than one te 

Rea photograph by intersection of rays jus t as is done with the planetedre. Mt any at 

bifferences of elevation can be obtained from agile of slope and distence ar man 0 epnfur 

Ground photo surveying. 

non vey introduction. Surveying by photographs taken from the ground is not n= common 

since it is possible to obtain} Photographs from the air. Local conditions of 

corps and weather may, however Maske it (eti1y desirable. Although both horizontel and q 
ore inclined photographs can be taken the former asec to understand and wes more 

commonly used for mapping. PPrarone fe ciscuseed here. « 

wn Teking the photographs. It is essentisl that the camera shoutt be level, «kst_ig 

mos fT the-exis—of the Ions De-tevel emt The horizon @g-shown in the phtographsig also (-t : ani porate! To the edge of the negative gee 
level. 1t is desirable that the photograph show not only the vertifl plange / betalso N 
through the axis ss~welles the horizontal plene of the horizon. This is done by 

s mall meckor ey we tek register on the film\called collimation narks) These can be inserted 
in almost, any kind of camera. Leveling of the camera may either be accomplidsd by ac ee o ' w 
attaching to a tripod with leveling head or placing) on a levelled planetable board. 

A et 6 by haze ‘4 plack au whte Blurring of the distance in phsographs is avoided by using a filter. If the fain is sensiti A : aes ve 
to red a red filter is best. If ne yellow filter will reduce the effett of a oer ree = oe Dien CHA 4 bona 
ee te doar names, Rig Trdra asd bm fh an tot [2% 
wr CeneZ) * Aree Ow a 

. Ground control. In (yAaer to do effective mapping onb known scale it is necessary 

that camera locations and poiktd within the PAtographs be loceted by a ground survey. ; ‘) 
3 The more such points are located the greater the accuracy Elevetionsas well as locations — 

rag d Ee heer i Ayendy. Us COrern gli Riay tn cotd 4 a is needed. ee Se jird vom YU es Jury en ore Te pee fe con, wee Lorre ; 
Registration of engles. &@ little study of Figure 1 shows that since the film ig * horizontal 

veaS, normal to the camera exis 7 angles 6& from the direction of the exis ere recorded # 

by aS not in direct proportion to distance fron the central plane but ag the tangent of Sd 

the angle. Vertical angles are furtker distorted by the greater distanceof the film is 
go e x een frou the center of the lens toward the sides of the phtograph. All objects at a given ay, 

horjzontel tht Same A a oa 4 eee? * lie in g vettical Ling) but points of the same vertial angle lie ina gentle A A 
A 7 ° hn aa a \ — x wh doe curve as shown in Figure 2_. Joma Oe eet a See Tk hae g oy 3 

hae erg ET treh farvaphathy mw the dove ad Aad Mite os <a pee pi
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May locations. ‘the focal length of the camera should be know. If not, it can be found 

if an angle subtended at the camera stetion between two recognizable points is compared 

with the irene 2G representipa if on the ea of ¢Il camera 

stations ono know ptthonch it is possible to find such by the angles subtended by 

three points on ipecaroans PRES in tan VogranV@a@ hose nap Locctions MBs "R' ) 

a une angles ee out on tracing paper and fitted to the locpgtions on the 

map just as can be done with the three point problem on the planetable. 

The direction on the map of the axis of e photograph is then a out eticy from direct 

observation in the field or by finding tke its angle from a point & EE cecan directio 

Every point to be located on the map must be shown in two or Be ae ee taken from 

. differe:t camera stations. When the directions of picture axes heve been plattey the 

picture planes are laid out normal to each of these at a distance equal to the focal length 

of the camera from the map position of each station. ‘These can be thought of as the map 

locations of the phlfSographs when held in front of the observor at each stetion at the 

proper distance to just cover the original views Now we ere ready to plat rays from the 

: _ enge 2, ; : 
s a a measuring i all cases parallel to the horizon(from the direction of the 

pests secon plane.) When this is done for different photographs points are 

* : located at the intersections of rays just as with intersections on the planetable. 

Care must be taken to use correct identifications of lines so that the right intersection 

is used of the many formed on the map. When enough intersections have been determined 

features shown on the photograph may be sketched in. 

Elevetion finding. Fig. 4 shows a graphic method of finding differences of 

elevation from the vertical angles recorded on the phdtograph. One must consider the 

fact that the distance to the photograph increases towards the sides fe that the scaled 

: difference above or below the nofff\zon line must take this into consideration as shown. 

It is evident thet the greeter the vertical angle the greater the accuracy of this netheas 

of solution. It can be used not only to find elevetions with respect to tne camera 

ge alan ik aa 
station but Ss to find the elevation of thet station from a point of known elevetion. es 

duplicate pie 

Stereoscopic examination. If photographs are taken of the same view from points 

: at Teast 50 feet epart the two sista S0rpe examined under a stereoscope wie = :
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5 hrstagce 2 
gives a vastly enhanced preception of depth compared to thet of ordinery eye vision. 

5 a endothe feature? 
Such depth preception greatly increases the accuracy of sketching contours. , Methods of 

stereoscopic elevation-finding descrided under vertigél air photographs could also be 

the 
used to cenectiae Settee distances to points which were not located by intersection. 

Generally enough points will have both position and elevgtion,determined tha} contours 

can be sketched with reasonable accuracy. i, pes “y Se 

Limitations of method. the method of mapping from ground photographs is démi+ed in 

aress of Agnee forest or brushJgrowtk. It is hard to tell when he of an area has 

been photographed in at least two views whoge directions cross one another at a big enough 

engle to make intersections reliable. The method is best adapted to neerly treeless 
reasonably 

terrane where atmospheric conditions permit good photogrephy and travel et 

to t=s commanding cemere stations yand Ree cover aimm the landscape adeevetely without any 

large concealed areas. 

Air photography. 

Introduction. The ter m air photography is preferred by many to the older 

term aerial photography apelin photographs taken from aircraft. Athough 

wore agy ponte 07)? 
photographs heve—-been taken from balloons and kites &ey-eteg—time it was not 

A 
until the development of the airplane that such an art came into its ow. 

N 

: arthey : (w) : 
Photographs taken from considerable alitudes may be i nearly vertical as 

4 ) K 
possible eran Aa with camera axis inclined. _o¢(obliques) 

NS ‘\ 

Obliques are divided into low ox (near vartignie) and high which show the horizon in the 

viéw. Some methods of surveying combine verticels and obliques, Many obsticals had to be 

overcome in order to secure satisfactory air photographs. ‘he amount of air 

with included dust and water vapor that lies between camera and ground, static 

electricity which Jaffected films, ae, and course control of the plane are 

a few of these. Haze is overcome by flying only in good weather endhising a filter. 

Some photographs are now taken with the invisible infra-red rays which give maximum 

irr rina : = . So oe 

penetration of haze-fecane “ae, Gxt Sets Acta Dhan Sc A Darl 

; LN
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Geometry of vertical photographs. Few intended vertial photographs Pa as vertical 

: It is very difficult to fly a straight course at the same eltitude without some deviation/ 

from verticallity. Automatic control with e gyroscope is impracticable because of the 

weight of the wishes roll film camera used for such a purpose. Were two conditions 

met the photographs would be true maps of the land théy show. These ares (a) level land 

and (b) exact verticallity. Setette of filt will be considered below. Figure 5 

shows thet hilltops directly under the camera are not distored in position whereas 

those towards the sides of the picture are displeced outward from the center dt pach 

A straight line passing over a hill is ditdfirtea near the edge of ea photograph. 

Figures 6 and 7 show more of this phenomenon and how the difference of location of 

points in sucessive pictures enables one to see the country in r@lief when looking at 

one picutre with each eye. 

stereoscopes. Several devices are possible ofwse to attain the above Fm eiscs ae 

Thse ee a called stereoscopes. Common types are (a) two convex eee @ 

stand yone over each —S (of a combination of mirrors or prisms dividing the lines 

of os of the two eyes sometimes combined with miniature telescopes to secure 

: an enlarged view. “The mirror tyge enables the observer to see all of the area 

common to two overlapping photographs at once with ae are apt to be 

“blind spots" which cannot be seen in relief even if the edges of the prints are 

trimmed. (c) printing of one photlograph in red and the next in blue or green. 

When the two colored picutres are superimposed in atten se result is called 

an eneglyph To the eye it is a blur but met oeeren glesses are worn one color 

is seen with each eye and the result is stereosocopic vision. Anaglyphs have never come 

ae into common use in part due to their cost, (d) projection devices which project $ucessi 

pictures onto a drawing board in alternate red and green or blue. When proper glasses s 

are worn then a relief model apears to sedge the board, Ime dearnntas Win Vitonnyl Lak 

TO
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: Besides the use of intruments it is possible to see two photographs of the same area taken 

from different points in relief without any aids. This any can onlybe 

attained by practice and all persons cannot Teoomre Various methods of practice 

heave been suggested. Of these the most practical seems to be to relex or "deydreem" 

until binocular vision is lost znd gy single objects appearg double. ‘Then the 

hightisnise—oftie two pictures can be shifted until the stereoscopic vision is 

obtained. It does not in any, y injure the eygs but is useful for quelatative 

etion oa eas fal” 
examination — ot for mapping. 

Definitions. The center of a photograph where the optic axis of the camera 

intersects the picture is called the seine ites point. % is found by lines drawn | 

between collimation marks which may be either in the middles of the sides or in the gem 

corners of the photograph. If the photograph were exactly vertical then thgis point 

would coincide with the plumb or nedir point which is vertically under the plane at the 

time of exposure. Lacking knowledge of tilt it is necessary to assume coincidence. 

Principal points of adjacent pictures are shown and may be located by trangfer 

for there is intended tote about 60% overlap. Many authorities recommend setting the 

adjacent piikosrerhs up under a stereoscope when the principal point appears to be 3 

located on the other photograph and may be marked. Practice has shown that this method 

is not etweys reliable. Stereoscopic vision is obteined through a considerable ‘angle of | 

tolerance’ and the transferred points may be a censiderable fraction of an inch out of 

place. A better method is to measure the distance of the princip$S point from nearby 

definite features on the pibograph and then t¥eieter these distances to the other i 

photograph. Of course this does not work when the sxenster £2124 on water 

The line Joining transferred with original | vic ee is assumed to be the line 

of flight and ee lee ad no always in a straight line. Tilted photographs 4 

have the plumb point separated from the priciped point. As will be shown below 

the axis of tilt lies half way between these two points and is normal to the line joining ‘ 

them. A point on this he heaters the two points is termed the isocenter. : 

Height finding. It is evident from Figure}> ff roet the position of points at ae 

elevations differs in sucessive photogreyis of the sume eres. : 3 . 

= Pree ee a as
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It is possible to apply the principles of parallax to obtain a quanitative measurment : 

of this in terms of difference in elevetion. Parallex is defined es the apparent movement 

of en object taka in reference to some plene of reference which is due to the real 

movement of the observer. In this ease the real movement is the motion of the plene 
” 

between sucessive exposures, the plane of r&rence, the lower ground shown in the 

pichfreyand the apparent motion is that of chilitop which rises above this plana: 

fA Referring to Pigs 6 tite Spparcrt that wo-heve_two-simtier triensles, | mnen the 
ts 1) 

movement of the plane +a in same prpportion to elevation above the ninitoy( 

/ c 
as the retio of the bficht of the hill\ above BA is to its apparent ssaptavonentyy™ 

Si 2 ae a 
We cannot measure either B or ¢ except on the phtograrphs. Bxis Phe average of the 

“ A A fe 
distance btweseen sucessive principf(\ points on the two photograph: he the real distance 

: é publ Bye “fli ; A 
dn the are eir tines tke scale, end the apparent stag ress? is a which could heve 

A 2 dunn An ae uh) 
been observed from the plane times the ecalé.dp* Hence we may write bs (H ssdh ¢ 

where dh is the height of the hill aboe datum plane. ou Hy aude Ga plan re 
ap where Solving this for dh, dh = ép eft) ote 54 feta 

Elevation of the plang above datum plane. Wltitude of the plane from which the photo- 

graphs were taken is found ¥Yrom similar tyriWfagles 2s shown in Figure 9. 
H, —_—- g) 

Here eltitube is ae to Jehgth of a givan distance on the pa as focal 

length of camerg, f is to 4 Mine showing the same distance in e photograph,” 

We may write Hs gs: fs af, Solvi g for S = get f/ m Now in country covered by the 
\ gM a ak —————_ 

U. S. Jend Survey At is seanhe possible “— He e—tensth—ef eal jpo «mene 

f identify section corners on the photographs.) We can then measure the average length of 

z mile between the different corners shown. It ip oft ke take Ake npMh-s 

sideg of /Sectiens fincethey were for the most p> Moro \accurat a surveyed than 

1 
the eakthwes$_ distances The above farmule may bo substituted for H in the parallax 

ean ath | 
oauat ict cha we find that dh = dp.g.f/\b.m Now dp is taken, ¥s a unit of the 

\, 
scale used to measure paralle 2 differente, g is the length of\e aon ae feet, 

aS \ 

and f is for many cameras 8.25 tnches. J[f\parallax is measured in m meters 

Ahen-dh at ar mm) = 1. 5280° .8.25" / IE ag tee 0 inches multiply 

by 25.4 so that the_different units balance ee ae e-finet formula e 

deals / btn Fig e}) shows the voluss—of\ih-for differnet values of m and For 7
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a = C4) = e oe cee S = 
— rt is clear that we must cea hs that the ploures are exactly vertical bes s ; 

5 nadir points coincident with Seine al points, and (2). taken at same elevation 

above the average ground gurface or plane of reference and that the ehight of’ : a : 

: » objects‘ on the ground such as a hill of height ah is a small anount comparted to Q 

: the elevation of the plane, H. “hen we can ignore for simplicity the elevation ; 

‘ : of tha plane sbove the hilltop, H- ¢h “he pion tubs were taken after the plane . 

_ flew the distance B which is impossible to measure in the air, “nis flight ee 

caused the apparent movement of the hilltop by distance x, which also cannot be : 

measured. “Fae problem shat is to set up two different values for x in terms of ~~ 

: known q vantities yeasate the two end thus eliminate x from furthr consider: tion. x 

We will first make it clear that the total distance the hilltop moves on the 

: phtographs is ap which is the sum of 4a, and 4, g}so that es th the photesreck 

= 3 : : : 

2 -are related to the distances they show on the ground in the rabio om This is on : 

- ag the scale ratio. From the above it is clear that dp: x hn P38 Whence 
Sox e058 fe : : Sees 
i lso by similar trianges it is obvious that dh : x :: H : B whence x & dh 3/8 

We can equate the two values for x and then ap.H/f= ani 

If we want to find dh a difference of eieveiion ta tone of dh, difference in d 

-. _Pyrallax solution of the above yields ah = ear /#.B Since b, the distance ae 

between esse ts nadir points on the photse™y 3.2/5 “oy eabtiation to uae 

: ret quanities which we can eesily measure dh= dp.H /o. Although thig gets rid of — 

kn 3 @ f which is not always known to the mace of the aes will go forward : 

x : another step and express iH in terms of izsx a known ground distance, m g and 

= yt m, the length of this.digtance in the photograph, Hence H = got /m and thenbysvbstitva, 

0 me dh = ap, eg. f/ d.m the simplest thing to measure is the length of a mile = =~ = 

‘ in 8 phtographs if section corners can be identified, Now the easiest thing to 

c “measure is the amount of glavitlos change represented by a aes of. parallax = 

aiftaresce; Yue focal length of the camera must be kmown or aS be found w : 

working the above equation backwards with a known valpe of dh. ‘The distances : 

S b and g a readily measured with a sole EF schon nad decimal avidteus dupes iS 

: Neb we tho ‘pelanes the equation by using similar units BF decane both : : re oe oo 
SE CES wart z iE = + 5 — SESS Sa ee ee 2 Sensor ee ae



Bees - ae , | = 
2S: munerator ana denomenator. _aaaite to unit§ in the ent we desire ee 

2 Pisat to cliange'all te miVibsotore, 1.22 .\28i4< 1.8200.12 4 8.25.25.4 f 

: “bM .25.4., mi 1.25.4 Cancelation and trensposition simplifies this to r : : 

ee s200.ona.c6 Hon wn". 38 ..25.4 or dh in foot = 1715/ DY" oes 

ees ree Figure 10 is a diagram showing values of &h for different velues of © S : 

= 2 20 ong ne “his is assuming f = 8.25" ana. the photo scale * close to 1:20000 
@ni the standard ground distance is one mile. : See 

: | shes use simplifies computations greatly as ne observations are macenaeey. other than 

2S. messwment of both b and m with a scale, divided to mundreths-of inches, 

a css : m is preferably erase ok ‘along ‘north-south section ‘lines which ere more eeaakea = 

 * than east-west distances on acsdt of the method of surveying the land net. . ee 

ee Ae) Gabee 2 : 

. oe ee oa ie 

So:
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different lengths of a milc onthe skotegrerhs. For of i lengths interpolation suffices. 

for it is rot possible to measure dp closer then abéut Be millimeter. The 

value of dh is for the mot part somewhat over 200 feet per millimeter on photographs taken 
ak Dale wooyd™ }.20,000 

with a focal length of 8.25 inches. pe wefvant tob very particular we could call H the 

altitude of the plane sbove datum plane’ in which the expression would be an. Computation 

shows that at ordinary altitudes flight a 500 foot mill would make little ; 

difference in the result so it Aan be neglected as unimportant. If we take fro00\¥ 

wiend reduce this to 13500 at would chenge the value of dh) from 220 feet per miJimcter 

to 213 feet which is wef within the limit of probable oe 

; We now have ac “mult#plying factor" by which moasurments of prrallax difference can 

be 7 difference. +t is given in millimeters since most % 

instruments usé that unit in measuring parettef enn’ rn Ue percep em aden 7 

Scale errors. We have seen how citettude # attests scele of the photographs. 

The trouble is thet it is very difficult to keep the same altitude in flying and hence 

- two pictures are exactly the same scale. Ta compensate for this it is absolutely 

: necessary to have some aiyetenes ghee an itso actually measured on 

the ground by ordinary surveying methods. Eointe betwoor-witvr-tistances arc 

a ore et eae es eee “The principle applied to correct 

for scale deviations is oquavelent to planetabling from the air. Directions are hetd+to 

~be more accurete than axe distances scaled Stomthe photographs. Directions ahetd 

ee 5 bel ania thas : — oe 
seers meesured from the princized point ferthe pissecnter is generally unknown. Ary Dew 

tee Oo meke tracings of each photograph with lines from the 

prinefal point to points which can be seen in other photographs and in those of 

the adjacent flight. As-meny points near the edge of photographs which also appear in . 

two other photographs of the same flight must bo included. The direction and, 

epparent distance of the next principal oe Q ot ip 

Some of the points to which lines are drawn fs be points tm between which distances 

were measured. If this is not done the resulting map will be to the scale of the 

first photgrzph used. Next these strecings must be superimposed paying attontion to‘ b dep 

j havineg three lines sntcroset gas ney places as possible ond ah points te alfdoont
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flights. This process of locating points by intergections is cxactly the same 

as plenetable surveying by intersections wif h the phawe teble stations at the plumb pointe 

below the places fron! hich Cuphotaprariin were taken. The great advantage over surface 

surveying, however, is that we can intersect points which would not be visible from the 

onthe Around (a) 
locations of the table. — same precautions of intersections of pore than 30 

g 
degrees a } certain location withovt at least three reys which intersect at a 

X method 
point must be observed. ‘the ay sKen is called the radial line system. Note that there 

< are taro Okay Te évaht thee Freally 

isxa@ inherent errors. F ) he rays sltovld be drawn from the isocenter whose _ 

locgtion is unknown and ssscontl ae ettorttor ts FIT WS Elie, A little computation 

shows that neither makes en important error on the scelco & which most photographs ars 

taken. The method compensetes for elevation distortion although theoretically 

150 ao 
= such should be corrected by lines from the plumb point whose location is unknown. 

wgovmd ee : 
Agqin the error is small if we cemstter thet the principal point of the photograph : 

coincides with both plumb point and isocenter.with womral at bra e 

Meking the edjustment. Meking the necessary adjustments for the redial line 
of 

eystom with tracing overlays is troublesome and time-consuming. If eae big job is 

undertaken other methdds must be used, The overlays are called templets and can be 

: 4 made either od! Se - slotted mgtal arms. In both the intersected points ere 

Nylon endo, on Unsee 
slots in which eon move freely and make an automatic adjustment. The principal 

points ere holes which we AE correct reletion to the slots around them. When 

adjustment is complete the locations of both heles and buttons are pricked onto the 

map. It is best, however, for beginners to use tracings and not lean too heavily on 

devices which, would save time for a large map but ere not essential to the basic idca. 
TAG, Arey i | 

\ instruhents. All meacurnents of parellex must be made under a stereoscope. | 

Although one can make approximete mcasurmerts with en ordinary scale accuracy demands both 

magnification of the photograph and use of a micrometsr measuring device. 

The expense of a projecting device is not justified for small jobs and again it is 

best to not learn to dercnd solely upon slaborate intstruvorts. Two different - 

types of inetrumente ere in use which are called stcrencomparetors; that is they are |
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primsrily instruentnk for measuring parallx differences. Onc uses a lens stereoscope, 
nN 

another a mirror instrument which enebles the user to map a larger area st once. 

One uses a circular gylage to make measurments, enother a micrometer scale. The 

cireuler epee is easicr to read. Although it is not essentiel most instruments are 

eranged on a drafting machine to stay always perallel and heve attached pencils to d 

drew 2 ma p as they are moved across the phtotgraphs. “he sketches made with ench tmsthux 

instruments must then be adjusted by cys to fit the mep made by the radial line mcthod, 

Most instruments have the pencil loceted in a very peer position behind the moving 

stereoscope which makes it hard te add details by cye sketching. Another fault is the 

use of a drafting mechine which is too light for the age : stereoscope. A double 
. <3 

prarallel rule designed by the writer would he much more sturdymA mmunw we L 

Settincup photographs. > prepare a pair of adjecert photogffis omey veeranpett 

iv 
for mepping, It must be set up with the line joining the rrincipal points of the two “ : © 
wba Lone. 

pictures pqrallel to the axis of the stercoscope. This is generally accomplished by 
front sists or back ly e 

a etrizchieLine =r a instrument. he two pictures are then stapled or taped into 

position. The measuring device consits of two dots which must bo made to coincide 

with the two images of the same point. A motion at right angles to the line of 

flight ie provided and must be used for this purpose. Dtrecttome—eieng file line of 

b an 
flight eee called akemg the x axis, nd this sidewsys motion is-calleéd the y motion. ‘ 

Vertical differences are WE ine z exis. When Secs the two dots merge into 
See / 

one. A great trouble with beginners is that the eyes m a at dots merge es long as 

attention is directed to them. More experienccd observers see the dots as one but it 

appegrs to flot above(or below) the surface of the ia Aas oil A surer way 

- A 
Ayes is to use one eye at a time and set the left dot to.a given definite point, then set the 

- . — — 

right dot in the sane mer ae read the scale. Some scales can be set to 0 

Then the dots ere set on another point end the reading noted. The difference is the 

parallax difforgnce which is multiplied by the proper f actor to obtain vertical 

: fue) 
came’ (Gl then one independert sctting of the dots is nooded before an 

{ 

assured velue is found. If one of the points is a known elevation from a ground survey 

ther a large number of spot elevations can be es¥ablished. jewel Lut der rh 

PP aa ne ee a x i ‘ f or



Drawing contours. When all points have been platted with elevations it is time to 
start drawing contours. The problem of sketching lines of equal elevation is the 

same as thet met with in the field with ordinery surface surveys. Before accepting 
any location it must be checked in more than one photo of the same area wherever 
possiblee Never draw contours where you cannot see the ground in at least one 
picture. Try to make the drawing an real interpretation of the ground form and not 
a mechanical interpolation between known points. Note that if two views are taken 
from each camera station with camere on seme level and separated oy 50 feet or more 
ground distance, these can be used in an <rdinerv stereoscope thus getting a better 
idea of topographic form than can be observed either with the unaided eye or on a 
single photograph. All that is needed for a ground photographic survey is an 
ordinary camera properly equipped to take distant landscapes. The camera must be 
levelled for every exposure. Panchromatic film with a red filter is best. Some 

form of ground control must also be surveyed to find position and elevation of as 
many camera stations as poss ible. Use of photograyhy on the ground is still a 

good method forzsurveying some areas. End
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To set the pictures to obtain stereovision those for the lens stereoscope should be 

heve comnon points not over 2.45 inches apart. mirror stereosope requires about 6.1 to & 

: 6.3 inches between mmmon points. en ae stereovision 4t+-wttl commonly 

we-beceuse of failure of the drafting racbine, aad-not motion of the pictures. 

Tracing of streams, rants. and other features ae the map should be done with left dot 

only since that does not nove,’ Pas abet wit es casier to trace if you acdentuate the 

different features with colored pencil, say black for man-made features, blue for water 

tand some other color for contours, t#—¢rawm. — 

Contouring. “he ability to sketch contours by eye séeme appears to be rere. 
: f elevation 

- Most users of air photogrephe Wed need to either (a) determine a 

or (b) sct the dots to the proper distance for a given contour elevation and then follow 

eround the samc level watching thet the dots do not ffearete when attention is 

directed to the ground end not to them. Rarjection devices use a stand to carry the 

pencil with ea small light above whoce elevetion can be changed to fit a given couteur. 

With this device it is possible to actually trace contours véry accurately. Practice and 

the ability to os topography in contours are esgentiel to obtain satisfactory mers. 

Effect of tilt = accuracy of clevations. Figure 11 shows how a square on the 

ground is esetorteliaele Bouts of tait$" Note than on one side of the axis of tilt 

points are displeced inwerd So eS. and on the other side the displacement 
from true position normal to the axis of tilt 

is outwerd. Figure 12 aes thet the amount of CE the tilted 

photograph increases approximately as the square of the distance from the axis of tilt. 

Figure 13 demonstrates how dispixx tilt may be divided into two components, right angles to 

the line of flight end parallel to it. It is the-sifcet of tilt which affects ‘parallax 

difference measurmert parallel to the line of flight = 

Detection of tilt. The dizgrans may look fetely simple but we must remember thet 

in preetice the locgtion of the exis of tilt and plumb or nadir peint are unknown. 

Tilt ie noted (a) when perallex measuremnts ine direction vary for the seme elevation 

in different parte of the stercopair, (b) when you must use the y movement of the right 

hand dot eossbestdy~ in moving across the photographs.(c) when scale et same clevetion 

veries in differert parts of the same photographs. The first two are most comnoxly noted Ef
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vy Correction of tilt, error. Many attempts have been made to correct errore in 

elevetion due to tilt. No direct and fully satisfactory method of finding tilt 

a ond - J 
has,ever been dis;covered Only sth mothodllbesed on scale differences Ae ‘ 

trod a ee nears u“u el wey nee é 

eres + Other methods involve go much of a chence of error in drafting . 

thet they are of little practical importance. With projection methods the relief model ~ 

is made to coincide with at least three know elevations within a photograyh. 

The accuracy of tilt of thd projecting lantern to compensate for tilt of the camera is : 

UT : 
then dependant op seetcnese of vision of the operator. Onc method of minimizing the 

{ 
effect of the componert of et to the line of flight is to find the pe 

daaKoonan oye ) [hurr x Leet 
Ns ex of a known elevetion point on one side of the reife k mE “set—tethis— 

N A te it | 
tistente’ fhis Point is fastencd with a necdle driven through an enother xeix 

ree this distanwe > wh 7 
known point on the other side made to estheide with ee allowance for eny difference 

of elevation between the two points. Theoretically this method of turning one of the 1 

photographs should correct mainly for error in transferring prikapel points It cen wee 

ee compensate for the component along the line of flight, The best answer seems to be 

not to depend upon parallax differences if the distence axaxk on the photograph is too 

great and to confine ell measurments tol egion near to the prircipal point where 

a tilt distortion is et a ninimun Formulas have beer worked out by which reletive 

o tilt of photographs is accuretely determined but since the actual tilt of neither one is 

known the formulas will not de ee . oe 

3 : h ee f Af 
—_*¥ RihnY’s method. od of scale differences suggested by Rhin ig-titustrcted—tn— 

Figure 14. Steps ares 
(1) select three points preferably around the principal point whose true position 

and elevations are known 
= a= nS 

(2) Set your datum plane et the lower point. Gwywk sey eaeetten 4 pheees os 

= = four ae 
(3) Compute elevzation of plane{ sce above) He $4, tours $=; | denthy 9 ath 

tr -kastisve om: grosnk ote ride rt 
(4) Compute elevation displacements assumine here that princicel point is close to mabe 

d, In 
plumb point | Displecoments are all outward on these lines and found from the formule 

iy Ba oS 
| Elevation of pldnen: heighth ebove doturtes Gtspiewesert ©: distance of the point on 

wut Td h ; : 
photograph from principal poet Solving for d, dx = K Result will be in 

: s t 
units in which D is measured on the photograph, Ace dnehe, - :
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a és oe von Ds 
(5) mark corrected position of each Se us bringing them ell in same plane. 

és 
(6) Measure on the photograph the distance between the three points , P» 
Look we Gm med f_sgeer @(Call_sides of trinegle | and. at 

(7) Rempxterthiss xth ‘actual meesurment of seme distances on ground or ¢ 

(8) Calculate scale of each side of the triangle by formula S f = P/G 

Note this is reciprocal of ordinary method of measuring scale which is ee ) : { 
as h es 

The scales of the sides are given as Sh, Sm and siden veg ten » Vednc A Lave (ie 
—a. 4 : 

het = (9) Find the phincipel point O and drew perpindiculere to it from each of the three sides 

th at 
py” Measure distancds on photograph of L, M. 7h Ley off these distances from opposite 

cate 

ends of triangle side they were measured giving thegotnts h, m, ay If the perpindicvla: 

should fell not on the side of the triange but on an extension of it/then lay off 

pealaljedll se oe ii FO0e hg 
an oxtension et the other end so thet “* dpoint of the tpbeege-cideorseale line 

seg. is midway between the foot. of the/,erpindieular 
\ 7 

and the scale point. Lae = 

= hI Sm ~Si 3 
(10) Find a point a on line hl from ology d ha = hl(Sh-Sy)/ aa a) Ae 

/ ( 

(11) Draw ma which is supposed to be e’linc of constant ccale, elthele Pheoretientiy 

Only the axis of tilt hes e-eouthentscole-t true sfele. Sealson this tise—is-net— 

Crovess-erilpiruc seals. Drop es perpindieular oc Ao ma from the principal point 5! 

if (Sm~ ; 
and enother ffftm h or 1 whichever distance is Jonger. ds= igh a 2 ee 0 5 ot 
(12) Find the rete of chenge in scale@t o Prom formule dS = (Sh-Sm)/hb Whew Lda 

58, ee bowed © OM 
(13) Find scale at 0) from S= Sm (ocx) (dS) when o is on same cide of ma es h or So= 

X 
Sm-(oc)(dS) when o is on samo side of md ae ae 

+ pees ) / 
(14) Angle of tale id sin t = £.43/39 Pak = focal length of cemera 

7 

(15) Locete plumb or nadir point, © end isoce Nels i, on the line oe on the side 

toward the highor calgon = f.tdén t end gi Sf Wtan t/2) (am Ae nyrned at 
min rms 0 (ocd thy es ee on can oe eee / 
(16) “$F tilt is largo repedt all steps but substitute m for o in step 5 

Then $1= 80 = (01)(dS) in/Step 14 and H = f/Si in St&p 3. In Step 4 d= (h .R)(f* x sin t)/ 

(H.f) which is fon negfir side end on princizal point\side x = perpindicunler distance 

from image point to/exis of tilt. =e
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- Insert on p. 12 

(9) ass that the scales epply to the mid points of the three sides of the triangle. 

This is not Rihn's method which wes to erect perpindiculers from each side to the 

principal poin However since the change in scale elong any line is directly 

releted to distance this method has the advantage of simplicity. 

&i9@x (10) Draw a ‘new thfindgie through these points and find the location of the same 

scale value, m on thé side opposite to that point. This is solved by simple proportion 

just as if the scale values were elevations, andxnsk 

(11) Gonr(et this point to the location of Sm. Now we have a line on which the scale 

is constent and this line\is parallel to the axis of tilt. 

(12) The next step is to f\ind the tilt angle, + and this = ue us to locate 

n the plumb or nedir point oh a line normal to oo one which passes through the 

principal point, o- We must translete scale into angle of tilt to do this. 

The fundamental step is that scale = f+ x sin + where t “eee of tilt, f the focal 

length ,amé H the alitude of the plane ms = distence of any given point ina stright 

ae Let us take two random vein oe scales : 
a A fn 

Sa and Sb. Sa= f+ xa sin t and Sb\ = f+ xb sin t Check this with Figurel2 where 

x= iaor ib. Now a the two scales 1: “(£ + xa sin a +_xb a +) 

multiplying both sides by H, H(Sa-Sb) =\sin t (xa=xb) . 

Now let dS, = Sa-Sb where dS is the rate of change in scale per unit of distance on 

the ES seg is clear that sin t =\H.dS Let Si = scale at isocenter ~ : 

and consider that Si = efi and hence H = f£/Si\ Make a substitution to 

sin t = f.dS/Si Now we do not know the location I, the isocenter as yet so 

for the present will have to use So the scale at the nearby principal point. 

In practice the determination of dS should be on a line normal to the line we have found 

to show constant scale, that is a normal passing through o. f must be known for the 

camera used. So can be computed from its distance ae line of constant scale. 

(13) a study of Figure 12 shows that the plumb point and isocenter must lie on the 

samexside of this line through o toward the highest scale. “ 

(14) Compute sin + and for a small angle sine and tangent are not much different



: Cis.) Fina the velue in inches of on and oi by multiplyé ng f by tangent of t (S- 

(16°) Qiet¢ these lokutiong which can be used in radial agenline drawing. 

The weak point infkbove computation is the correct determination of dS becaue the 

we 

ai distance between the points et which scele is known is not easily found. Neither 

Rihn's method nor that here proposed is - ate and reliable. pees cz for the most 

part much too great. A poss ble way out is to halve the value found on the basis thet 

using the midpoints halves the\real distances but there seems no valid reason for this. 
for instance the length of # 40.5 

It would be better if we could take s hort scale = different parts of a 

Cnnudid froth lnds a 
photograph joa distances between these could be found. [he method 

has not yet been tried but offers distinct possibiliites
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Oblique photographs. 

Introduction. Oblique photographs heve the very greet advantage of incIrdince 

more land surface in the ridgires with Toh flying than is the cese with verticals. 

Degree of Pouiaaity is measured by departure from verticallity. Low oblicves not 

far from vertical cam be treetcd much in the same way es true verticals. 

they con be projected as verticnlsrertifan beyrecfified .by.opbécal means 

High oblicuee include the horizon in the field of view. Such require special 

treatmnet to meke maps. Requirements for flying to take high obliques are by no 

means 2s rjgoreys es for verticals. 

Perspective geometry of mhtinues.photographs. The transformetion of 

photographs into maps is a probl:m in solid geometry. We may designate the Ss 

position of objects by means of vertical and horizontal englee from the place et whieh 

the picyflre was teken. These sre what you would measure if you could have set up 

ea: telescopic alidade or a transit et the point of “mn Tn the fol fing figure 

(Figure 15) lines of ce ovel engles are shown for horizontal oblique and vertical 

photographs. The horizontal photogreph previously discussed hes lines which 

approximete a grid whoese center is the exis of the camera. In 2 vertical 

photograph we heve e spider web as with its center vertically below the 

cemera at the time of exposure. In a high oblique it is a great help to a able to 

see the horizon for then departure from a level plane ie easy to find. However, 

both weather and topography may prvent the horizon from being seen. 

Horizon. Ye must row define what is meant by horizon. The true horizon is 

s plane normal to a vertical line through the plece of exposure. The apparent 

horizon which is visible in many photographs is lower then the true horizon because of 

curviture of the earth which is bAientay offset by atmospherie refractions 
a = minutes co, epee es 

he angle ‘ame the two is the square root of the slevetion of the 

plane in feet. To find truc horizon we must them know elevation. 

Importence of the plumb point. All fines of equal horizontal angles converge te 

e@ point vertically below the camera This is the location of the verticel angle ‘of 

90 degrees. ;
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Figs 16 and 17 show the projection of objects in a high oblique into 

both vertial plane through thecenter of the ;hotograph and 2 horizontal plene 

through the lens of the camerg. Note thgt this horizont71 plane of fig. 17 which 

corresponds to a map.Fig. 18 shows reletions in the plene of ae photograph 

including its extension to include the plumb point which is not in the picture. 

Problem of directions. Our problem in making a map frem an oblique is to find 

ot Nob 
directions brom the plumb line pore of the plane to “points in the 

pieturee When this is done a radiel line plat may be made to tice one photograph to 

another ond to find map locations by intersecting rays like shots with a plene table. 

There ere tm two possible ways to find map dircetions. One is to draw rays from the 

location of = i tg the true horizon. These will cut the same ei 

on the horizon line and Naas rays draw n in a horizontal plane througk the lens , 

The other is to find the reletions ina gk horizontal plane through the particular 
19 and 

point which is to be located. Jt is clear as shown in =? that if we ean find 

the distance to picture scale of ee line at any level then a ray from it to 

the point in the picture which is to be located can be drawn. Choice between 

; the two methods is largely ea matter of conveniences 

Angle of depression. The angle by which the cemere exis is depresee{below thos) 

horizon is often celled the angle of tilt but since we have defined that as an angle fron 

vertical onother term will be cmployed.Figure 16 shows how this is determined. 

Keter fining the apperont horizon and the olevation of the plene camera 

the angle is computed and platted. Knowing the focal length of the cemera the position 

of its axis is laid out and the angle measured. From this angle of depression 

below the true horizon the position of the plumb point is — found. 

Locating plumb roirt on map. If we can draw three rayesto three points in 

the photograph whose map Lorst Sons know either from a ground survey or other 

photogrephs the tracing thper solution of the fauilier three point poroblem 

will lecate the map position vertically below the plane position from whieh : 

the photograph wes taken. : j
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Grone's graphic solution. The second method of finding e point from which a true 

ray may be drewn in an oblique Seqaore convenient than the offset on the horizon 

which was standard prectiye with the trimetrogon photographs taken during World War 
5 2 Jabrems rectoblique plotter did this mechanieelly, ‘ 
IT.y [his is the casc whcre the angle of depression is small end the distance in the 

picture plene to the plumb point is inconveniently long. To find the radius in the 

plane in which the roint a is loceted shown in Fige 19 end 20 es é 

PN* We must consider in Figs 19 the triangle HP® P here shaded. The radius to be used 

in drawing is here projected up to the horizon or horizontal line of Fig. 19 

where it is shown as IP‘, np¥ is in the photo plane and is casily megsured once the 

horzon has been marked. Fig. 20 is in the plene of the photograph and shows how 

distance FN* or P'L can be fouhd graphically. Two triangles are shown in Fig. 20 

One is the same as HCL but is here designated as H hel Note thet the size of this 

triengle is constant for a given photograph so thet it can be made of celluloid or other 

transperent materiel and uscd repeatedly. Laid over this triangle is triangle hp'p 

which is the same as HP*F which is shaded in Fig. 19 When an ere is laid out with 

. center at p and © radius equal 45 PF or pp* with sides tangert to true horizon and to 

the trace of the Se the principal point of the photograph 

es ciown in Figure 20 then h, is clear that we have found oe FT orp" 

and heve the center from which #/true direction reyjcan be drewn for any point on | 

line p'p of Fig 20 or F of Figure 19. In practice we do not nood to superimpose the 

two triangles but simply strike the are wit tas from point cong true horizon e3+% 

either from a point on he or its extension, ES the true rays are drawn from different 

points it is necessary to transfer them to a single point of origin for making a | 

radial line plot. | 

s Elevation determinations. Points are displaced in oblique photographs by | 

differences of elevation. It is cften-steted—+that [Elevations cennnot be found in 

a The following method was used in mapping the southwest Pacificduring 

World Wer II. It depends upon overlapping obliques taken from sucessive locations 

: of verticals, the trimetrogon method of mapping. The basic principle is illustrated |
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in Figures 21, 2223 “he derivation is by the writer for it was not given in the emtzx 

originel publication. Let m be 2 point whose elevetion is desired. +t is shown in bott 

obliques. Fs elevation is E feet above a dagtum plane. ‘he base line in £11 three 
oblique © 

figures is the isoline where the photograph is the same scale eas the vertial taken at st 
—_ A N 

the samc timo and whose scale is tho mop scale. weve tet lines on the ground 

; Eyre ' 
converge to vanishing points V, and VY, es shown an "Tho two sets of perellcl lines 

show only onc position for m but when projected to the bese line there is a 
oy 

parallex displacement equal to d, Figure 27 shows e section through the principal 

eu 
plane of one photograph showing the clevation of the plane above datum as 5 and the 

relation of actual elevation of =" to E' the apparent elevation in plene of the 
7 

photograph. We can consider the paral? displacement of m on the isoline as the sum 

of dy+ a, The distance that the plane moved between exposures is the air base B : 

+h ive) 
which is the sum of i -d, in Figure 21, B is. equal to bags 2: ween vanishing x 

t 
points on ie moe line djxE* (Dpt4y)/1#! where ¥ is on the isoline or baseline. 

ree 4 : ; 7 
dy= EY (Da age Hence d = Ef (B 20 E' costZngle of depression | 

~ j 

which is NStne in Figure 22. oe Tp cos ame englc Hence E* : IH :: ds: (d48) | 
Iie 

7 

ond Hye E/H' = a/(d + 2B ) The rit pend expression ix proved by $ 

similarity of trinegles In the second Deccchtis the cosine of angle of | 

depression cancels out so that our final result is E= aa/(oghsy 2j : 
In Figure 2 the 

practical use is shown. Here a detum plane of elevetion wes established by a point Y 

whose elevetion was known. / ste noas-teorprtnstzed Hes tone Poatograghe 

4 well-marked point € on or near the horizon which can be fourd in both photographs i 

vi vy 
was then marked;%. The line Yf was drawn on both photographs. Extended to the isolize 

this ray intersects at C forming « bagepoint for measurment. The location of Nol V% 

which Gis plumb point) of the photographgis also shown end lines ere dram 

bry ViotVe Ga Co apap 
from 16 to in beth vesmogreg herent ine® rey is drawn throvgh m in both photographs. 

ob 
Now since these reys meet at the horizon vanishing point V, wear% they must be 

parallel on the map. Inthe cxomple given-the-reading along the tsotime—wes 10.00- 
UY-Vin W-N" 

—inchee-et-2—-e~"The air besc is equal to the distances fromthe traneferred as 

se
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: hece-stne-ot-O-aa_right photograph sud. the ine. Pesmnedtt perme Nee Pane ‘ 
; (tom j 

: vestshing point, ¥-in right—photegreph., b= difference in ene ee 

cach Photogrenit = difference of see level eltitude cf plane and that of the As 

; elevation point ¥Y. If m is lower - then the formula given ebove is chenged 
ize 

to oS and d ere given in inches attd H and EB in fect. JA pr reat | 
oe Unt BUe inet t ov Ue Ahn pr ; 

Smiths Method of finding vertical angles. The following which is shown in 

ig os ; 5 oo from H. T. U. Smith's method. may be confusing for tke-wtteompt—is 
c 

medeto showymore than one plane in the same figure. The outline of an oblicue 

photogreph is shown in solid lines with the true horizon at hat The nadir point 

“ Cr? is shown at n, the principal point at Q In the left pert the vprtical section 

fy adorn | awidion 
’ yk . through the principal line ae shown. Line 1 is the focal length, 9 the lens POSTtTOr, 4 

lincs 2 end 3 are at 90 degrees. The angle hop is the argle of depreesion. 4 

a isa “point sought" Lire 5 is drawn through this to the true horizon et at 

ay 
zs 

( Using n as center line 4 is an ere with radius on Now if a right triangle is 

so placed that the right angle is on arc 4 at o" and sides through 2? and n : 

~~ aN 5 

the line 7 is defined from o" to a. “he angle et xs is then the true vertical angle 

from lens to ea for the right part of the diagrem shows a vertical seetion elong 

4 the plumb oo @« This-angle con be meesured with a protractor which 4 

could easily be combined with the transparent right triangle of which only the outside 

edge is shewn by double lincs. The method works best if the angle of “deproscion ms 

is considersble- 

Elevetion finding. Elevations can be found when points seen in two oblique ~ 2 

photographs heve been located on a map. The solution requires measurment of both 3 

true vertical angle and map distance. Figure 25 shows a grephic solution 3 
rid 4 4 

which evoids use of formulas. Angles could also be found from Figures 16 and 17 : 

Ti Aang dptesuate n : 
but it is eet to meke diagrams for every poe the angle varies with 4 

distance from the principal line. Map distence wgs obtained from intorsecting rays. a 

The solution is exactly like planctable surveying where distences are obteined by 2 

eee 3 vertical nuanood < ‘ 
a 

intersection oe - the elidad., In fact several persons have made %
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instruments like ea miniature alidade which can be sighted on the picture ei 4 

which is set up at correct distance from the center of the instrument at correct 

n to horizontal, * ecti f map rays are ine m2 straight weak Tete we a dir i ons of map rays obtained from ight edge a 

below in the mop p¥ene. oré distance and angle are fourc to a point of known : 

elevation the seg level Seg of the plane wetted from Poses ; 

unknorm points may be measured. ; 

Perspective methods of rectification. If oblique photographs show fairly : 

level country it is possible to use perspective adjustment to roft ify-them into 

a correct mep. Two methods have been used (a) the Canddian crid system and (b) ; 

Rich§s malhod of perallel lines. These methods can aleo be used to map ! 

shorelines of constant altitude. 

Canadian grid system. The system extensively used in Ceneda for 

small scale mapping of fairly level country is one of making the outlines of : ; 

rectangles or the ground as they should eppear from the altitude and locetion 

at which the picture wee teken. Detea must include altitude and focal length of the . 

camcra. It is advisable to have prominent points on the ground loc«ted by : 
LDS 1 Pe 

@ ground survey. Figures oe show how tc construct the grid. oe 

In fon will use two sceles ($) the full size of the photograph end camera : 

ete seele of the map for freee ard the ground. First mark apperent 

: horizon on the photograph end compute position of true horizon and mark it. s 

Fingthe principal point end measure how far this is below the truce horizon. : 

Lay out cemera axis ond ph&ogreph plane at right angles. Extend the camera exis : 

until it intersects the ground . The left side is platted to map scale to show 3 

the altitude. MNewxstarkingxakx<thexx Extend the plans of photograph until it 

intersects the ground line . Mees ‘ure distance bone horizon to ground intersection. ; 

Next start at this tet oreestian and lay out equal distarces, for instance miles . 

to ground scale starting at this point. You could start this where the camera a 

axis intersects the ground but this would meke distances greater in lower part . 

E of the Sictures Drew lines from these points to lens position : 7a 
ae 

ay Be j ; eee A oun ai seem
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si marking intersections with plane of photosraph. . Copy these intersections along with 

position of both true horizon and ground line on ». strip of paper 

Turning to Figure ; which is @m drawn in the plgne of the picture the principal | 

line is drawn end extended to the vanishing point on the true horizon. The ground 

line corresponds to distance from true horizon fopfund in Figure 2 and is at right 

angles to the principel line. Transfer the intersection of lines at equal map 

distance found in * ikgure sé starting at ground intersection. 1if jien may lie 

outside the border of the photoesrsrh. Through each draw a ao 

parallel to the ground line ond you will have a true perspective sppreance of 

rectangles Oe oon 8s you connect points of equal map ssotenn ON soning 

: point where ab Feds line intersects the true horizon. Rerorted altitude 

of the eis mey be adjusted if the grid does not show correct distances on the 

ground between recognizable locations. Grids are prepared on a transparent bese for 

slightly different altitudes and the best fit obtained by triel and crrow™ 

; Corrections may be obtained from other photographs which show the same area from 

2a differcnt angle of approach. Do not try to drew too far in the background 

where the rectangles become very small. 

: Army method. The U. S. Army manuals show another method of rectification 

of obliques which involves the recognition of several points in the photograph 

whose map locations 2re known. If desired ates points with converging 

linedeen be used. A grid is constructed on the photograph which ene-bles one to 

; sketch in details on a map of the same area. The method is best adapted to adding 

deteils to an existing mep rather than to easton previously unknown region. 

Rich's method. Rich's method of using perspective to rectify an oblique 

photograph into 2 map involves the use of parallel lines and vanishing points. 

In Figure 2h ve have a vertical section through the principal line of a photograph. 

The photograph plane and focal length are full size and the ground line end clevaion 

to map sealo just ss with the Canadian crid method. Fig. ae a combination 

of picture plane and map plane. We chepe 3 vanishing points rebabering thet
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true mep rays to each will be parallel to a line from them to the nadir point : 

By the use of two or moro vanishing points these true rays will intersect proving 

the map positions of the points desired. The parallel lines are each draw through 

the places where the photograph rays cross the ground line at map scale, 

Like the Canadian grid the method will only work oe reasonablely level ground. 

The persepective methods require only single photogrephs and a minimum of ground 

control and hence are useful reconnaiseance tools. Ree 

Vo veli> dum : : o we 
Summary. We heave ondeavored to show that preparetion of a a from eir — 
——— = 

photographs requires ni ee. great experineceypr skill but simply esre in drewing 

and following of simple methods. It is easiest with vertical photographs but obliqueis 

which can be taken with en ordinary hand camera can be used providegd there is some : 

i ground control. The greatest attention must be devotcd to radial line : 

adjustment with is aprlieceble both to vertices] and oblique photographs. For el¥etion— 

finding stereoscopic measurments with verticals are easiest to use but some measurments 

are possible with obliques provided they are not taken et such a low angle of 
and mentle rock 

depression thet much of the country is concealed. Even if Rte aes 

much geology mgps made from the air ere incomparably better than aty ground 

surveys. If vegetaion and mantle rock allow it many geologic boundarics can be 
‘ 5 <e ‘ 

placed on a map without ground tracing. her = nan oe 

ee EE 

a 
e : 

—
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(15) Fina the velue in inches of on and oi by multiplyst ng f by tangent of t 

(16 ) Fist} these locutiong «hich can be used in radial agenline drawing. 

The weak point in above computation is the correct determination of d& beeaue the 

aki distance between the points at which seale is known is not easily found. Neither 

Rihn's methoé nor thet here proposed is accurate and relieble. Results are for the most 

part much too great. & possible way out is to halve the value found on the basis thet 

using the midpoints halves the real distances but there scems no valid reeson for this. 
for instance the length of a 40 

It wouid be better if we could take s hort seale lines in different parts of ea 

paotograph so that the distances between theese could be found. Jae method 

has not yet been tried but offers distinct possibiliites



Insert on p. 12 

(9) VAssume that the scales apply to the mid points of the three sides of the triangle. 

This is not Rinn's method which wes to erect perpindiculers from each side to the 

ptincipal point. However since the change in scale along any line is directly 

= | releted to distance this method has the advantage of simplicity. 

&z$ex (10) Draw a new titndbie through these points and find the location of the same 

scale value, mon the side opposite te th point. This is solved by simple proportion 

just as if the scale values were elevations \xndxnak- 

(11) Conniget this point to the locetion of Sm. Now we have a line on which the scale 

is constant and this line is parglicl to the exis of tilt. 

(12) The next step is to find the tilt angle, *, end this “det ase us to locate ; 

n the plumb or nadir point on « line noraal to this one whicii passes through the ’ 

principal point, o. We must translete scale into angle of tilt to do this. | 

The fundamental step is thet scale = f£« x sint where t tapers of tilt, f the focal 

length rete the alitude of the plane and : = distance of any given point ina steignt 

Ling, Src te iaosentene Let us take two random posnts, and’ ail hear scales 

Sea and Sb. Sa= fea pint and Sb = ftxb_sin t Check this with Tigerge where 

x= iaor ib. Now subtact the two scales Sa-Sb = £ + xe sin 4 - f+ xb sin t 

multiplying both sides by H, H(Sa-Sb) = sin t (xa-xb) r 2x 

Now let dS, = Sa-Sb where dS is the rate of change in scale per unit of distance on 

the ik oe is clear that ¢ int =H.dS Let Si = scale at isocenter 2 

end consider thet Si = thn and hence H = £/Si end make @ substitution to 

sin t = £.d5/Si Now we do not know the location (¥o I, the isocenter as yet so 

for the present will heve to use So the scale at the nearby principal point. 

In practice the determination of dS should be on a line normal to the line we have found 

to show constant scale, that is 2 normel passing through o. f must be known for the 

camera used. So can be computed from its distance from the line of constant scale. 

(13) a study of Figure 12 shows that the plumb point and isecenter must lie on the 

azmexside of this line through o toward the highest scale. 

(14) Compute sin a a small angle sine and tangent sre not much different )
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The following example is taken from yphotograrh 1072 flight a ee Co., Wis. 

teken 19° Seot. 1937 7 : 

Datum is point C elevation 954. Point & is 61 fect higher and point B only 9 

geet higher. Measuring from point $s is 4.20" fora and ¥ 3.35" for B. 

Displacement is .02" for A toward 9 and is negliable or absent for the other two 

points. Line AD measures 9500 * on ground hence the scale Sh = 673 

Line Bd measures 12275 on map and hence Sm = 658 Line sR messures 1950* end 
one 

$1 = 637 AD = 6.40" on photograph after correction, fine BD = ae end line 

B= 5.05" 

m, 1, and h are all found:as specified in Step 9, Note that m is on medium scale line. 

"Next to find ha scale hl which is 3.20" Multiply hte ty (Sh-Sm)/ (Sh-81) 

This is #&3(673-658)/-@ (673-637) which is 15/36 meat ig 1.33" 

qy @iternetive computation is» (658-637)/ (673-637) of 21/36 Multiplying by 3.20 

the restft is 1.87" which is laid off from other end of rads We will take the average 

between these two locations is the true shirt to connect with m This line is 

normal to direction of tilt or parallel to axis of tilt. Next find dS from formula 

dS = (Sh - Sm)/ hb or (Sm; $1)/ 14 fb - 1.85" as sealed end 14 - 2.3" 

15/ 485 = 8.1 end 21/ 2,3 =9.12 weenie’. 3 

Find angle of tilt from sin + = focal length times dS /£o where S@ = Sm +# (oc) (dS) 

oe = .05" hence So = 658 4.05 times 8.61 = .43 sin t = 8.25 times SERx4Z 

8.61 / So where sm So = 658 4 .43 = 659.43 sin t = xO@ix 01 © a 

Distinadiriaste al point o to nedir point n = f sin t “A 8.25 times Soe oe 

- 7 , er 3 = 
ae Isocenter is helf way betweer these pointe aad pr AG Reged inal 

: Conelsucion. Unless one follows through the above lengthy computaiton before 

drawing radiel lines the best solution to the tilt problem is to work rather close to 

the principal point and avoid basing dif*erences of elevetion on known celevetions 

more than a fraction of an inch distant on, the phtcograch
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Stu ee GBOLOGY 11 : 
eS ee MAPPING 

Aas Problem 15, Edition, 1941. 
° 

Object: To draw a map from photographs taken from the ground. 

Material: Hard pencil, eraser, scale giving tenths or other decimal divisions of 

inches, protractor, paper either plain or cross section. 

Method: It is first necessary to grasp the mathematical relation of a photograph 5 

to the original. The following sketches show this, é 

. \ eS Sees E 

ve 1? - ae F. 

he Pe ek lens ee . : 
r 4 eee eae es gee se SN NT Sata a EE JR oa ess 
filn ee Rovjecte, 

“plate % . i 
’ Bie. Onl / 
focal Tenth a , [3 6 

x . = Sasa %S 

f. = ese : oS oe \ . 

a “Ds . ee i~ 
~~ ie < Ace bon panorgmic Kodak 

j - Sc Vs Teact He ens showing lange angle jot view ae 
: y * : = ~ 5 ea 

4 : Seer fF 
LY ee eee ay 

3 ee O%15 : 
: fephbtoeraphic Kobyset, 

ot dp ytwe Fe ) 

focel length Sept eeee oa Odd OmAnr : 

t : ee s 

. The first sketch shows the relation of the vhotograph on the plate or film to the 

original, or object, provided on ordinary comera was used end placed with exis level. 
The sketch applies to either o vertical or a horizontal plane. Note definition of 
focal length. It is essential to grasp the following ideas. (a) Every photogrenh 

: with tho axis horizontel shows a portion of the ground which is, shaped like a tri- 
angle. (b) In a photograph all objects which have the samo horizontal engle, away 
from the vertical plane through| the exis line lic inthe sone straight line om the 

picture. (c) All voints on the level of the cemera ore in a horizontal line colled 
: the horizon line, (a) In a photozravh teken with horizontel axis, both verticel 

angles are shown by distances from the horizon line or vertical plane which are 
proportional to the tangent of that engle. (An exception to the last strtoment is 
the old Penoramic Kodek; in this instrument, illustrrted in the middle sketch, the 

film was curved in e somiecircle to socure a larger engle in each picture then is 

possible with an ordinary cemern. Its horizontal angles were directly proportioned 
to distances on the photosraph. All points with the same horizontal angle lie in 

same verticol line. All points with snme vertical sngle lie elong a line which 

curves farther away from the horizon line with increasing distance from center ver- 

tical line with ordinary comera (streight linos with Panorrmic Kodak - sketch, noxt 

page.) The lowest sketch illustretes another fundamontel idea, namely thst if the 
photogravh were transparent end held in front of tho human eye at a distance equal 

. to the focal length of the camera it would just match with the original if the ob- 

servor were on the same spot as the picture was teken fron. 

‘ .
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Laying out the nep. Two different kinds of photogromhs are avrilrble: (a) some ee 
sets of views taken in Alaska with the old Penoranic Kodak, and (b) sone photo- Si 

graphs taken at Devis Lake with an ordinary crmern, Note errefully which you have. = 
Look over the available drta which inclydes the distence opart of some of the eZ 
cemora. stetions: end the comass berrings of some of these and other lines. 
Without such auxiliary dete ne mrp could be made. In prectice ground control is Lae 
mede by either trensit or plene table. | Some elevrtions cre also supplicd. 
Points shown in more than one photograph ere in some enses marked in the pictures, 

The first step is to lpy out the skeleton of the map (control points). Look over 
the photographs rnd decide whet part of| the vaper you should start on. Plat 
compass directions of other comera stetions first. Now et every station ley off 2 
oa line for the vertical sxinl vlane of the crmera for each picture. To locrto 
this lino accurntely oxtond » line to rnpother strtion nesr to this plrne. On one 

side of a sheet of papor mark tne focnl| length; on-ndjacent side of seme proper, . 

et right ongles to first side, nerk She distrnce on picture between the other oe 

station and the exicl plane nensuring somo in diroction psrollel to horizon line. 
Now fit the triénglo to tho extonded limp in proper relation to bring line ot _ 
right engles to rxicl plene nt distenca from picture station equel to focal 

length. Seo dingra: below, Now extend this line cnd cell it the picture plenc. 
It is where ;*u would put a transprreit picture to just cover the originrl vier 

with your oye st strtion. To obtain rilgle of coys to any object in a picture, 
neasure horizentrl distencé from vertices] axiel plene snd viet on picture plene 
of the nap. Join this point to an stetion and yoy herve sene result as if 
you had sighted om alidrde on a plrno table. Obviously, the intersection of such 

lines from difforent stetions gives locrtions just cs do intersections on the | 

plenctable. It constitutes indoor planctabling,: The crdvrntege is thrt tine 

spent in the field is grently roduced but tire in the office is much incronsed. 

Certrin climates mrke this desirable, 

a j Ping re plane for Str A : At 
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i = ‘ ‘ : : 
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__-——_ Froblen 15, p- 3 (edition 1951) x or 

Finding elevations. The elevations of some of the camera stations are given, 
otherwise no map could be made. After you have located enough points to enable 
you to make a good map it is time to find difference of elevation of these points 

as compared with known places. The most practical way of doing this is to solve “a 

the problem of finding elevations from known distance and known angle. The ee 
distances can now be taken from the map, working from a picture where the elev- —  — 

ie of camera is known. The angles can be determined from the picture. To do eee 
his a right triangle is solved, One side of this, say the horizontal base, is 

the distance from the location of the station on the map to the platted position  ~ = 
of this point in question on the picture planes The other side, at right angles a 
to the above, (the vertical side) is the picture distance of the point in question 

Se ome above or below the horizon line shown on the photograyh. The third side or Le Za 
-— hypotenuse joins the last point with the other end of the horizontal side. The - poe 
Go wie et the last point is the actual vertical angle which would have been 4 
a. aaa had you sighted the point in question from the camera station. It is e i 
we ot desirable to measure this angle in degrees. The problem can be solved graph~ ee 
Zoos. On the horizontal line of the triangle plat the map distance of the pee 
- — point in questio n as transferred with dividers or otherwise. Use the same scale 0 LL 

= fused for the map to scale vertical distance above or below this point to the VEZ 

— ZL ypothenuse. This is the difference of elevation and should be properly applied a 

a to the elevation of the camera station to get desired elevation. Note that with - ae 

ag 7, an ordinary camera the distance from the station to the picture plane is not Leg a 
aes constant but increases toward the sides of the pictures It is therefore necessary »~ - ie 

to use several triangles for each picture. In the case of the Panoramic Kodak ae 
the focal length was constant. This instrument is now obsolete. 

———————__—_-— Distance on map scale~camera See, 

\ station to point determined in pi n x 
: MAP DISTANCE OF FOINT gant ds Tt “At aarti fit ee Fra ¥ 

Canora station — Actual vortécl — ‘isha of elevation 
to mep scale 

Een, 25 i Distance o' 
ies picture plane 

Y { 

t 

Note that line to picture plane is not always the same but “~~! point 
depends upoint reletion of point determined from central vertical plane.



Supplenent to Froblem 17, edition of 1949 Kich's method of rectifying an oblique. 
0 hich, J. L., Photogrammetric Engineering, 1947 s H 

inane sh 
ee ee eae “levation (map scale) 
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Step 1. “raw a vertical cross section eS Picture |E-& 
through principal plene of photograph. —~~f= 667 side 

Make Hp = distance scaled on photo. Scale HG es ors 

tee 
q



GKOLOGY 11 

MaFPING 

Froblen lj, edition 1943 (eid17 now combined with 18) 

Objects To draw a map fora oblique aerial photographs 

ae Herd pencil, craser, secle, magnifier, triangles; tracing parer, 

‘ _ ome or}more photographs, mays of area shown giving control data, white paper 

Methods |Photographs uay be taken frosi the air with the axis of the canera ‘ 

: ° tilted, If the tilt is not fcr from verticcl the phtos are called "low 
obligues";-it the angle is net fer Pros horizohté-they are “high obliques". 
Note thu} the refercnce is to verticul and not to horizontel in this. 

° Low obliques can be changed to verticals by use of a specicl printer. This 

is regular practice with uultilens ceaers which take both verticals end 
. obliques jet the saxe tine. High obliques cannot be treated thus but are 

often us¢d in reconneisance te,ping because less flying is needed to cover 
a given area and the requircnents for flying are not eo exacting, A + 

- i 
Point S 

Goonetry of aerial photos. The trensferuetion of acriel photogrephs PRoy,cC wr 
-into uep8 is a problea in solid geoactry. Study the following closely as 
several yublishcd epers contein crrors. Every photograph is a record of J 
horizonte] and vertic.l angles which could herve been-deteriained if an 
alidede and planetuble had been ct the yleéd oF “Cxposure. Fron a given 

: spot in gpace all joints having the sac horizontal angle (equal to a 
single rey on planetable) lie in seis vertical plene. 411 objects which | 

: have geu¢ vertical engle lise on surfece of « cone whose apex is at point of 

observation. Try this with-atelesecpic alidade, as you sight at” points 

along—one ray you wove the telescope—u,—end—down—in-a—vertiea]— lanes Tf you 
setitto say 10 degrees above the-horizon-and-reatateit—todifferent— 

‘ / dareetions froa the planstuble you-heve-deseribed—thé-ourface—of-a~cone. 
a. -®*" The three diazrois of Fig. 1 show the differences between jictures teken 
Oe ad with axis of couwéra horizontals with it vertical, and with it inclined at 

2 eaga® an angle between these two extremes. a 
% Ww _ = - 5 ay i oe Cees x — Hm Se ee 

Y | ook ee np enki 7 . sae Ss ee af a ee | -aeare to : ‘ pa 7 
i oe alert tee Be < ; te ee pte tey Qe 

___|Hordzon i aoe | : | ! Be a LN kgeptor 

, Saker | | be Fcufeaaf a ot 
ses: ee ' ¥ a“ \’s igi 

Lott \ t \ \ | | ; Ps Jf \ ms I 

4+ Pot be : A 44 Og 
- eo wt o / | 

‘ot ; ae eee gs is 
po qa gs bevel, nie c oan a Ze 

re 1 fe ee Line equel engles Lines of equal angles in Lines of equal angles in 
in horizontel photo oblique photo vertical ;hoto = 
Seo Fropten 1 ; See Eroblex-it- 

‘ Note that the obligue is trinsiticn.1 between the other two extreucs. The | 
“ ground.included is shajcd like «a triangle with one ond cut off. 

3 Alef Tt is highly desir: ble thet the Lorizon show in an oblique but this is not 

elways ,ossible beccuse of weathcr conditions or topogrerphy. The line on 
yw" —theé Level of the ) Laney is celled the true horizon. It is found ubove the | 

apparent horizon et un angle in sainutes al.ost exactly equal to the square 

root of the elevation of the plane in feet. Center of picture is fcund in 
smuc wey ws with verticels.. In practice the comcre nay ulso be rotated 
sideways around its exis but this has no effect on geometry of photo. 4
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4 SSF ee 

Le te. c ae 
Fs phibe plane = Bt - Lens ieee 

Truc horizon ___If-5 : al out | ae 
angle computed ty =) op Be id 

apparent horizon» ofan es i epgie of TERt ane ee 

G foce oe Se 

vie. 4] ar Length’ Wee 

rs Verticel section through center ; ao a 
of an oblique photo oe ea Za 

Center WW. f. a a 
“Point sought" ig a location which v3 ae e 1 ee, 
is desired, ‘The true point is on i Ap ¥ Ze 
& plenc ut right cngles to the plene of Le ee Pee FEL 
the section Ed intersects the picture . Xfeint-sought — aq ee 
plane xlons a horizontal lines Vertical : b aes 
projection cf the point to plene of true : 

horizon is :1se shown. The ,icture ;lane Z 
meets th. pluab line below the lens at the a : 
botte.a of the diagrasa n 
Lens to picture plane in horizon plene= * Edge yhoto G 2 

focal length divided by éeaine. of angle of 
tilts 

Lens to junction of ;luab line and ; icture ;lene= * 
focal lengthgivided by gine ef angle of tilt. °. 

Se ‘ 
r a 7. 

FIGs AY \ 
: = oS Intersection. of horizon. anu jicture:-ylenes. . oe 

es nap enorme erent! : 
{ ‘ Center lene . /Rey to joint sought See 

' a ° cuts horizon - ; : ie 
t - % % : x % i Spay en 

: ms : ; : ; ; “ : ‘I N | 

i = 5 : : / ! 

: S. x : eee iS diag sought is vertically below here. : 

a Ss : : | - Bae photo : : . 

ST ES ee Ds 4 “* “here below plene=see Fig. 2 

an ‘ : 7 Figure 3 is a toy view of Figure 2 shcw- | 
4" 7) 4%  4ng relations in the plane of lens and 
ie a true horizon. Here a ray way be drawn frog 
Sok a lens through ,oint verticuliy above the point 

: pees a sought. But this is not a practicable way 
4 : to draw such rays withowk soue other con- 

; : struction. Distonce frou lens to intersec- 
tion of true horizon and ,icture ;lene = focal length divided by cosine of , 

de 2 angle of tilt, Note thet true engle of depression to joint sought uay be 
: found frei this diagrau couibined with Fig. 2 as expleined leter. , . 

i
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The following principles uust first be understood. (1) as a reference point 

is required for angles those iexsured on the map will be taken frou the ‘ 
intersection of a vertical plane through the lens and center of the photo 
with the plane of lens and horizon, (2) 411 horizontal angles to be shown 
on a wep must be avasured vither in the horizon plans or a horizontal plane 

yerdlel to it, (3) the verticel angle frea lens to point scught aust be i 

wieasured in « vertical plane passing through both of these points. It is 
evident thet we cannot choose ¢. point in the ylane of the ;hoto end use it 
to drew uez reys to points shown if such points are et different angles 

below the horizon. the following disraa shows soue of the ,rinciples. 

on 
: apparent horizon : | ys : + 
' Pode 

: : | / eo” 

fey, 

: | / ep rey 1 
| I | 

wg sg 5 i 
Center T / : ‘ 

’ : ‘ae t 
ik pa : 
: ! 

! 
ee : cenwe ow eens Point sought : 

90 deg. 

. , 

: Edze photo \ : 

ai f aS) 

High oblique photograj h shown 1s 
in plane of the y(ifture. . : | 

pie a +true horirontad engle to point sought: 
Beth truce and Se eo ay aoeeeon \ i drawn through this point. oc 

: lines are shown. The solid 1 | horizontal line frou yoint sought 
vertical line is intersection j to pluab lino in Fig. 2. This 
with e verticel plinc Lhrou,h | point found by scaling on Fige 2. 

lens end center. of photio. this ! 
is the plane of Fig. 2 Note I 
thot true horizon is cc Lien i A : 

to all throe diagrans. the if 
solid line drawn frou inter- ay ; 

‘ section of picture ;lene and i! 
" jluab linc below lens through | 

point sought is NOT the ray to A. Intersection of ,;luwab line and ;icture 
be drawn on the unp, fro jlane j;lane in Fige 2. 

location to point sough't. : : 
, 

although the solid ray above is not correct for & moy ray the true angle 
away froa center line of photo can be found by transfering the distance 
between the two rays on the true herizon line to Fig. 3
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However, this solution is net always possible. The lower the angle of - 
tilt below the horizon plene the longer becomes the verticel line through 
center of photo to intersection with } lwab line below lens. This distance 
would be infinity with e picture tekon with horizontel axis. 4 better 
sclution is to figure out the distence from point sought in the ;hoto 
plane to place fro: which truc horizontal engle may be drawn to get a uap 
rays First the joint sought nay be connected with center line by a line 
parllel to the horizon. hen Fig. 2 can be used to scale the correct 

radius for this particular ;oint as done in Fig. 4. Crone's graphical 
solution is imuch easier and is ex}leined belcw. 

Sic porta a 
: apparent horizon | ie. E ck 

a i 
: ' et : : 

! Pee, : : 

: Sf i ; 

Center: Mey ; ae 3 
te to true “fay Ai ers 

; horizon + : : 
ts : . : 

Center eet ‘ 

: ; : 90° : iz : : 

. Daw, & a 
sought y nt : . ‘ — 

7 £90 
: : fecal length i 

: Photo edge - | = ere = 

FIG. A70)-** : : 4 
Crone'shethod of drawing “ ; 
Map rayse y 

Lens “Center fro which nap ray is drewn 

Crone's sraphicel solution, Crone's method invloves, drawing a right 

triangles; one side (here et right) is equel to focel lengths the side 
at right angles (here upper rizht) equals distence Of photo center eS Ss 
froa true horizon; third side equals distance of horizon line frou lens3,5 
ag in. Fige 2. Note this is the sare triangle as above cauere axis (focal 

length) in Fiz. 2. This triangle should be laid out on tracing celluloid. 
The toj side may be extended when necessary. Lay the triangle so thet the 
long side is along the line showing intersection with picture plene of o ly 
verticol plane through center, that is the line on which Fig. 2 is drawn. Ww 
Next scale distance in picture plone of point sought from true horizon. < 229 
Strike an are whose center lics on the upper side of trigngle(here 
extended) and passes both through center line of photo and just touches a 
true norizon. The apex of the triangle is now in proper place to draw a 
@ ap rey through joint sought. 

Other solutions, Other solutions of this problem have been used 
which include both graphical end mecanicsel methods. Several ,lotting ’ 
instrunents heve bean devised which soaewhat reseuble telescopic alidades.
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with the instrwients the picture is sct uj in jropor relition to ma,, that 
is tiltcd just es taken. (Seu Fige2 ) hen sights ure tiuken on it with 
a telescope or other siuiler ueviec. thé .rcchine either iwasures angles 
in Jesrees or plats reys on th. drawing board. 

: Locating position of plang. The uae, josition of the plane. at instant 
the jhotorrr,h was trken uny be found as sucn.as three rays tc objects 
whos o ua, locations aru alrcauy known cen be crawn. These can bo platted 

on tracing payer and the shect of ,a;er shifted until each rey posses 
through the known locrticn. Foint fro. which rays were dryzwn ern then bo 

prickec throught onto the ua, and is the joint verticelly bolow the j lane. 
Once this lecrtion has been found reys to unknown points can be. drawn. 

when ethor ,icturcs sive rays tc the sric ycints locations are secured by 

interzection just as in_Froblo.u 15 or with a ;lenoteble, 

Vertiec] eancles. In order to find clevetion of the ylene (any record 
furnisned by the jhotcgrijhor was based on enursid,rerdings) we ust : 

wvesure the verticcl cn-les to ,cints of known clevetion whose locubion ig 
eiso know: on the ue:. The angle ust be foune in the vertical plune 
pessing threugh lens end jcint sought. No quick and ussy solution sees ~ 
ts heve been yublishcd. Jt is necesscry to drew beth Figs. 2 and 3. then 

the distance frou lens to o point verticelly above the point scught end 

the vertical cistance of point sou ht below horizon plane can be found. 

Knowin,; thse two siues of a right triangle the anzle sought ean be found 

erephicelly as in Fiz. 6 

Lens Horizon jlane lia; distance to here _ 

“Sealed froi Fis, 3 7 | S * 
Voerticsl — ee | 

‘J é 

ee ps rw > / * 

"a Je \, / t 

“is 7 = : 
; € 

ve. NY | c : nLo 
: FIG. 6 | : é 

*  - Detersinetion of vertical ja ® 
anjle in vertical plane threuzh 1} Stee 2 5 
ions and 1, oint soucht, clso ‘i Foint sought ° 

aiffcrence of elevition plane to ‘. ‘ f : 
point sousht. eS 

, a é 

Note how aay distance is also pletted »s 1 
$o obtein difference of elevation to wep be 6 | 
scale, Co.apare with Frobluwi 15. In findin: oe am. \ : 
elevation of plane yroferenee should be civen aa a 
t2 yoints with os s.inll a vertic! 1 en-le as possibled, t | e act 

* ° 

Cenudien .rid acthed. The Toposrejhical Survey of ‘| 
Ci.nade devised a inthod for rectifying hi,h obliques of s 
nearly flet country which de;enis ujen the ordinary ;rincijles *. ; 
of pors,ective. In Fiz. ] the elevation of the plane is shown to op 
sezle but the jicturc jlane is shown at actual focal lenzth cistance in 
front of lens jositicne Ficture ;line is extended to sect the jround, 
alone line of interscction with ground jicture and uep scales are the sano. 
axis of caira is elsc prolenged to weet the pround. Equal intervals on 
ground ere leis out to map scale both beyond end back frei place where
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Lens See e True horizon = 
ae icoamarned Vas SRST S ae Cia a cece ert ene ire er rire Set ee ee ee a 

Rar ores ge apparent horizon 

ee ee Elane of photo a e e f = 
ee a a yon 3 late ~~ 

le on ee ee OSBR ae oO es 

& ie es . > = ae a gE = : "ee Sone c ores 

Se 
Function Ground &xis 

FIG. 7 Vertical section through exis of cemera , 

“True horizon __—_—sVanishing point 
| oe /j : Selgn en evages aa eee : 

: ee f See i ; 

ae : (AX 24 } 

ya ES TEED) BEE "EN ERNE es 2 FB Bi’ 
PI eee Cigkxk 

aden a a — 
: fe ea ay 

PTE 3 foe ET A — 
= ee ee 

Y / , % Mea i ar . : 
ea et a ee ee ay ““Edze of ~hoto : 

a z _ duncticn line, O° . : Z 
td tp re ’ Ji ee 

ertical line ae 
FIG? 8 Construction of perspective grid in plane of photo. 

—_ | 

) the axis of the casera intersects the level of the ground (fiz. 7). Next 1 ~ Beto 
connect cech of these points to the lens position as shown by dotted lines. i 
In Fig. & tho plane of the photograph is shown. . The line waarked "junction" in — 
fige 7 is drawn and intervals equel to those shown on the ground in Fig. 7 ere oS 

laid off on both sides of the vertical line through the center of the ;hoto. oe 

The intervals deteriained ebove are then laid off on this linc. Lines parallel = 
to the true horizon are drawn through these points. “hen lines frou the points es 
on the junction line are extended to onverge et e vanishing point at the inter- 
section of the vertical line anc the true horizon. Each figure foruwed by crossing 
of these lines corresponds to a squere on the sround, .To ley out this figure we J-— 

wust have both focal length of cemera and alitude st tinc picture was taken. ee 
It is best, however, to check the srid and see if it shows known points on the 
ground in correct relation. Such known or control yoints are shown by dots above. 
Draw the squares onc inch to e side and then sketch true outline of leke. 

et oe AGO ai yas %
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U. Ss. _aray aethod. The U, S. aray uanuals describe « wiethou of drewing 
nays froa obliques wiich involves finding four or sore points in the picture 
whose wap locntions cre known. The diasraus blow show how this is tauue use 
of.. Care should be taken not te draw toc seny triangles so thet they will 

, be confusing, With only four known joints the ;rincijles of persyvuctive are 
used and two vanishing ;oints ere found. ‘he work hes to be uone on ¢ sheet 
of tracing ;.aper considerebly larzer then the photograyh. 

: “yl 

ae FIG. 8 arny nethod of 
(ee ee ee Se meme urawing udp froa cbhlique 

1 Edge photo ee | phote with four known joints. 
3 : See WB ; Note two venishing }cints enu 

: : SOSA eee : how triangles were drawn. 
a pare ae ‘ The points ere shown in 

: aS Heese ake, : ebrrect relation below and 
ee ! the saac triangles 1 

ee Sea ge ee : were drcwn. = 5 

ee ee = 

v2 ae ee ‘ = os: ‘ Tt se ee : 

ay) = oe 
Spi 

NO ee eee 

| : A 2 Be Pg ae ae : 

Loe cose em etnnge Gneee cee eee nee in ee oe “1 Saas 

‘ L 
' ee Se : “b 
Te ee 
' ae 9 ‘ 

i, e ee * ee 

eo : : “3 s 
- Edge jhoto : *S “3 

FIG. 9 aray uethod where sore than four known os vi “Hn ‘ 
points are present. Drew more triangles on the photo end then draw all the 
triangles on sie; shown at right. whet kina of country can this method be used 
for? ‘What advantuse over other cicthods has it? ; 

References. See list ct ond of yFreblea 16. also Trorcy, L. Ge, Survey by 
e high obliques. The Cunacian plotter and Crone's srephicel solutions 

Geographicel Journal, vole 100, 1p. 57-64, 1942
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MAPPING 

Problem 16 and 16a, Edition 1950 

Object: To draw a map from aerial photographs. 

Material: Hard »encil, eraser, scale, stereoscove with parallel arm (stereocompara— 

graoh), magnifier, triangle, tracing paper (about 84 x 11"), photos, map ° 
with elevation data. 

Method: Photogravhs taken from the air may be divided into (a) obliques with E 
camera axis tilted downward and (>) verticals teken with camera axis as 

nearly vertical as nossible., Obliques are taken up in Problem 17. Read 
TM 5-230, pp. 188-249. 

Vertical Pictures: Overy vertical pvicture is a complete and accurate 
map of the area shown, provided that (a) the cnmera axis is exactly 
vertical and (b) the land is essentially a plane. The scale of this map 
is fixed by the elevation at which the victure was taken in relation to 
the focal length of the camera. In actual vractice, however, it is very 

difficult to meet these conditions precisely. Obviously if the land is 
not flat, the tops of hills are shown at a larger scale than are the low- 

lands. Check the scale of your “hotogravhs by measuring several inown 
: distances. If you do not get the same result in different parts of the 

area at the same elevation, the camera was tilted. A line on the land : 

: surface which is straight but runs up and down hill is not straight in 

the picture. The amount of curve due to differences of elevation 
increases radially away from the center of the photograoh as shown in the 
following figures: 

jt lane 
FIG. 1 ‘\ 

| . 

/ | x 

i | x ‘ \s 

/ \ \ a 
i : SI : 
ee <a. WS 

\ F \ NSS. 

/ | os 
Cx 

| \ \] 
a / : B \C ¥ 

JINN AN “aS 
at ot 

: 1% ‘ “Ge C 

' eee, : 
é ae 145 oe - Dies Note distortion of straight 

Bea tue. “Gala --7 cf YS line across hill at A and 
si B that C' is displaced from C 

& ' ‘ along a radial line from 

t . i center of photograph.
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free Vip So / : 4 -2- a 2 —~ Ree 

ve Z Lak See — 
SE: 3 Three hills rise from a plain. The one vertically below the camera has its top e ae 

B shown on the picture in the same place as if it had been at plain level B'. But NS 
_— / the hills near the sides of the picture have their tops A and C. displaced outward 
Gh from the center of the view to A' and C!. The distortion of straight lines across 

Oy each hill is also shown. : 

VA Vp Stereoscopic effect. Photogranhs are taken ir the air at horizontal distances 

a such that each overlays the adjacent ones by 60 rer cent or more. Were the land 
all flat you could not’ tell any difference in ore picture from another of the same 

, Spot, but where there is relief the relative po:itions of nigh and low points differ 

I in the owerlaoping pictures. 

ae | . lst photo 2nd vhote Iine of flight 
ey Oe ee ee 

: 7 \\ | Fosition of eyes 
) \ / Fe i: 

) S / \ | \ ! 
J \ « Z { ii 

og a 3 : ar \ : i \ \ 5 2 a 
\ i \ = wy, oe / | ZA a'B BY! a Plane of 

Z vm ey | —4A2 4+ 

: ) : 14 / E : ',. photographs 
. ~ \ i 7 : | }- \ ; 

in) ek WIG. Lae 
oa \ | al 

‘ J P e : \ / : \ qt 

op a Gi) \ ao a) 
ae cae et — \ ofa y 

7 VEG \ i \"l Apparent | <u..0: 

x oe \ | \ | position of 
Soy : / \; \!  vlended inages 

: gs, ! 
i eect eae Ee etre ees ’ YY ee : ; 

ye | Paotograpls pronmerped *  Fhotogrepiis separated: 

: oe 
. 1 eee Deen ue ST A entnan 

ae : a | SS 
Saige | i ‘ SS 
ee 4 BIB: ice BE ghee 
a | fs Maat : co : at te 

e ee j af , ; | : | 

De ae I ef 
Z Shes ae ee ; | : 

oy ee Va Now »lace a vair of adjacent photos so ti.ct tho to:mon areas are next to one 

“4 geosher, Shift one or both until you see sare of the highlights double. ilake these a 
ne *Bincias and the fused image will look li . relicf model. Aeep lookiggsas if you 

i+ ‘*tyere in the Slane at a great distance fron ground uavil you can get the“Garect. ee 
of ~The mirrors or lenses serve only to scparate the e:2s so that each soos ‘Rely one 

i oicture. A similar result may be obtained with two msenifiers or by: Roldaye. a ‘ 
paper between the eyes. In these cases the common points in jhe pictured ‘must be : : 

: (oe “Gispance (about 25") anart. It is -ogsible to disveriee with the nape: Put@the 
\ eomingn points of two pictures about 2) inches apart. Slowly raise the pictures into 

: ee .of. sight with eyes relaxed (daydz Ce Ths dovy not. injure’ the. eyes but : 
oe cia oractice is needed. The clog et, -the™yes com@ #0 the victure fhe Retter . 

ign re 2 * see 2 ‘ ois Be 

? ae ee é se oe ® = o - Z. 

ee i 2a oe Sina gf Oh eeaT oS oeae : Bre:
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the stereoscopic effect. Note that two other images, one on either side of that 

in relief, are seen. These do no harm to the eyes. Shift photos until you get 

relief effect. 

Map _ location of points. NOTE: Actual construction done only for problem l6a 

but 211 must know the principle. 

The rays drawn from the center of the photogranh (which was vertically under 

the plane end is found by intersecting lines either between marks in the 
margins or : tho cornors) to objects secon in the nicture represent true 

angles just as though you had sct up a plane table there and sighted those 

points through -n alidade. The map location of this center or principal point 

may be found by wassing the rays to three recognizable points in the picture 
which had proviously been located on the ground through the nlotted map _ 

position of those points. This is morely solving the "three point problem". 
This orients the »hotograph in respect to the map control. Now. rays may be 

drawn on tracing paver from the picture center to un'mown points, mainly hill 

tops. Mark on each ray apparent position of point using a small definite dot 
for each but extend lines. WNoxt comes the »roblem of correctly locating the 

next overlapping photograph. Find its center as before. Locate this point 
on the first photograph. If the centers are both at the same elevation then 

the distance betweon them is the correct man distance. But if the elevations 
differ a correction must be applicd. Draw the line between the two centers 
on your map. Use this line to orient tho tracing over the second picture. 

Shift along this line until rays from conter of sccond picture to known 

points already correctly located nass through the map locations. One such 
intersoction would be cnough to give may location of the second center but 
two pronerly located off to the sides are much better. Note similarity to 

plane table method of locntion of unknown point. You may also find correctly 

loestod points such as section corners in the second picture. 

Sce TM 5-230 vp. 188-212. 

Show on your final map to vroper scale the locations of section corners as 
given by U. S. Land Survey. These will be your control points. Draw radial 
lines from centers of each photograph to these on your tracings. When agroe- 
ment on intersections has been reached prick through proper map locations onto 
your final sheet. The chicf error in such "plane tabling from the air" is 
tilt of tho »shotographs. But compare it with crror in doing the same work 
on the ground! : :
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FIG? Radial line adjustment : 16-4 

SS ee This shows method of 
Photo l tying togother photos 

: in the same flight. 

i There are two control 
points shown, here 
marked with triangles. 

Se olen ete These have beon shown 
{| , ; on final map under- 
| 5 1 Photo 2 ' neath the tracing * 
| = Se es ! paper.sheets with 
\ ~ 7 : Pa ' radial lines. Note the 
| eee : N ' points which are common 

g oe So ' to threo photos as 
| 7 ~ 4 < ; theso are very import- 

pp Be ant. The samo points 
ea gt Sat Photo 3+ / I also show in adjoining 

Eee ci ae 20) Se eee flights ond serve to ; 
el ee ' connect the two flights. 
| | x ! <—S 2 Conter of Photo 4 is 
d 7 1 ~ 7 
: 1 ‘ : : Snes also shown ' 
; ee ae as in preparation to 

Z | oe e : Ze See extend the assembley. 

. 7 Bere ee ; # oe Note that line of 
fe es ' flight is not always 

7 cee = P hoto & straight. Sco hor use 
(we Se of slottod tomolots 
ee ee ee ee eo ee would help a big job 

: i i but take too much timo 
; ; ' { to prepare for « small 

= ' one. Seo following 

| | t ! . directions for how to 
= | : uw mark centers of photos 

| = °4 | (vrincizal points). 
Ne ee ee Se, ee ee 

3e sure to understend that directions hold ovor dist»nces and that all lines to a 
certain location must intersect at same point. 

In problem 162 the »hotos will cover two edjacent flights. Flights are commonly 

made going citucr north or south with on ovorlap of about 30%, After arranging 

‘the tracing on»er shoots (tomplsts) you will soon renlizo the advantage of the 

Slotted tomplot system. This was at first dons with cardboard sheots cut with a 
special punch clong the radial lines. These shects conceal the basomap and are 

throwm away when it is finished. denec motrl arms which may be clemed into 

»~rogr relation to one snother hnve displaced cardboard. ‘No templot necd be made 
; for oroblem 16 since it would adé@ little to accuracy of results but - width of 

only two miles should be manned to avoid distortion due to relicf and tilt which 
‘affects tho sides of the photos most. - 

: Distortion duc to roliof, Displecoment of points due to differenco of elevntion 
above or below the normel or datum »lane is along lines which roedinto outward from 

at the point verticrlly bolow the comora. It is commonly assumed thnt this plumb or 
a nadir point coincides with the center or »vrincival point. The actual displacement. 

: depends upon the »roportion: altitude of planc, H: difforence of clevation, hi: 
radian} photo distence of point,R: displacement from true position, d. In solving 

this note that cach pair of tcrms must be in samc units, for instance if H’= 
; 14000 feet, and h = 200 fect, thon R and d mst be exnressed cithor both in inches: 

or both in millimoters. In this caso if R = 100 mm. then d = 1.43 mm. and if h is} 
above the datum ~lane the truc location of the point must be moved elong the redial 

‘ line toward the principal point by this amount. See figure 5 on next page. :
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Displacement of a point in photograph due to relief. =e 
Note that such dsiplacements are along lines which - ae 

: radiate from the plumb or nadir point. For most a 
H photographs this is not far enough from the center or 4 

: principal point to make a waterial error if the nadir a 
| . point is not known. 
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Sotting wo photogranhs. Even if you find your photos alrcady set up on a board 4 

you should understand just how this wis donc. Look over the books of instructions. ; 

The “principal voints" aro all marked with red circles. Wote the marks in margins g 
or corners which wore used to locate these. If you arc using tho Abrams instru- 
mont you should mark the lino between the principal points with a sharp hard 

pencil, Turn the y dial (motion across line of flight) to road 0. Placo instru- 3 

ment over a sheet of white paver and turn up the right hand marker about 4 complote 

turns. Then adjust left hand mark>r on its y axis until the two dots blond as ono 
when you look at them throug: the lenses. If you wear glasses you may have to — 

leave them off while working. Choose »laee on the board where tho parallel arm 
will allow tho instrumont to cover the common part of the pair of photos. Lay 

: down tho left vhoto 2nd turn until tho lino joining the centers (princinal points) 

is on the lino of the two dot markers. Staple down left corners of this photo. 
(Directions say uso tance but this may causo more injury than do staples.) Now 

svt the right photo over the left so that whon loft markor dot is on principal 

point of icft photo the right dot is on princinal point of the right nhoto and the 
two lines joining the principal points coincids.. Another way to sect up photos is 
to use front cdge of the instrument as a straight odgo; this is more rapid but 
less accurate. Noxt look through the lenses and seo that you got good stereoscopic 

effect without cyo strain. You may have to shift the right »hoto keoping it in 

scene alignment. ‘hon satisfactory, staplo down temporarily and flap ovor tho 
cdges to soo that there is no "blind spot". Anothor shift may remove such, but 
you must not adjust without leaving onough space on tho x motion to allow of 
moving tho right dot by turning to left to allow of placing it on lowest points 

on the vhotos. Distance betwoon common points must not exceed 2.45". Now 

practice reading from the dots. Whsneveor you look at the dots they will blond 

into onc (wmless too far apart). Practice looking at the ground at the same 

timc; thon whon the dots blond into on2 it will apvear to touch the surface. 
At first it is best to blink from ons cys to the othor to see thet cach dot 

is sot-at the samo objoct in the two photogravhs. First try this on road intor- 
soctions and other dcefinits points. When you havo the dots coinciding make tho 

dial road 0 by turning its odge. Study map of arca to find - roed intersection 
near one odgo of the aron whose z:lovation is known. 0 dial on it. Now shift to 

other side of the aroa and sé0 if youstill have tho dots coincide on an object 
at nearly or cxectly the seme olevation. If thoy do not ono picture is tilted 

with rospect to the.othor. Effoct of tilt is largoly, although not wholly, 
clininated by following Abroms mothod as described on op. 16-17 of their manual. 
Stick a nocdle through check point on one sido; thon turn around this axis until 

you got.samo parallax roading at th> other chock point. Thon restaple. A 

tolcorance of avout 0.05 mn. is nllowod in this measuromcnt, otherwisco it must be 
ropeated. Always check bac’ on first point again.
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If you arc using tho Fairchild instrument you will find it onsier to sct up the 

photographs. Lock tho varallel arm. Then line up left photo with tho common 
principal »oints undor the scale at the back. Staple down at once. Thon moasure 

map basco or distenco botwoon principal points in millincteors. The corresponding 
points on right photo aro then lincd up in sane way along same straight line and 

its map bas> is moasured. Note thet with this typo of instrumont you do not over- 

lap tho photos. To get nromr distance for storéo vision do the samo as with the 
othor type. Placo white panor below the dots and then mako thom blend by uso of 

the largo adjusting knob underneath tho centor. Now romove vapor and shift right 

: photo along tho line of oriscntation until you get good relicf cffect. Bo sure 

tho micronctor is about the center of its scale when you faston tho right photo. 

Now pick out points of ‘mown olevation on tho two sides of the flight and make 

the samo adjustment 2s with tho Abrams. Noto that although the right dot can be 
noved for y narellax thore is no means of moasuring this motion. Distance betwoon 

common points is about 6.20" with this machino. 

Leasuring clovasions. Aftor the photogranis have boen jinially sot and you have 

good storso vision b2gin to vractico measuring clovations. As suggostod above 

you can best dc this at first by oliniing from one oyo to the other and thus 

locating both dots on corr2sponding mark in sach vhoto. 

Parellinx cquation 

] E Line of flight a2 

— ees ¥ ee 
| \ Ly FIG. 

If = focal length : ty 4 
| A kg 

LL bon hnot? | a 
wens _———— a A Lens re cel 

a 

\ (air base) 
\ | 

| ? 

aa 3 
H !(altituad y ip \ 
aes ‘/ 

| = . os 
| x | 

s | jf 
WA 

Nv, 
4a 

| G: i on f ; yi Seo eS n2 = nadir or plumb point 
te eae, 

x 
c 

See next page for derivation of formulas. It is here assumed that flight 

was exactly level, that axis of camera was exactly vertical in both photos, 

and thet dh is gall compared to H. on the two photographs Ba is represented 
by b, the map or photo base which is commonly assumed to be the distance 

between one principal point and the next, This distance is shown on both 

members of the stereo pair of photographs. j 

a / Se Z :
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differcnce in verallax = ad, 4+ dp = dp 

serlo ratio = £/H = focal longth/altitude 

é@p : x it f£: H, by scal> ratio,-wheneo x = dp.H/f (strictly spoaking (B-dh) but 

ah is so small it may commonly bo noglectod) 

also 

-dh ; x 3: H : Ba, oy similar trianglos, whonce x = dh.Ba/H 

equating to oliminate x, 

Qp.H/f = ah.B/H, honco ah = dp.H°/£.Ba oe ae pk OS 

but bd on photo = Ba . senle ratio or=Ba.f/H Oem WV p bem 

heneo by substitution dh = dp.H/%b 

ty 
noxt substitute for H its valuc g.f/Biwhors € = a ground dist-neo, and o its 

Longth in tho photo and f = focal icngth - 

Moasuro"} on photos, also bd usually in " 

eV aS 

hones ah = dp.g.f/v0 hie ee fh) grit rr 
Qh = OG ee eri Gal 

: Quit La * es \ 

Assumo dp + 1 mm., € = 5280 ft., end f = 8.25 in. ¥ 10 Se 
In ordor to balnnc2 aifforent units of moasurcmont cithor p or b must bo in mm. 

Bo change mm to inches multiply by 25.4 Ae fae 

t 4b oN 4 SMtyyhigt is ws Cice 
' oes ; ' : 

Honeo dn’ = ap 2" gt / oul or an'- i715/p".Br eens 
oP [KE 2.50 2% 394 » BETZ 

m4 fee ae ee Fee fe eco 
(This dorivation is required of sll students.) oe aoe 1 Pr HY ORES HY ) 

Finding tho altitude. Even if you had the altitude ot which tho photograohs were 3 

supposed to have boon token it may not bo corroct, for it was besed on baromctric 

actorminetion., Most of those photogranhs wore takon with the K-3B canora which 

hed a focal length of 8: inches. Tho scalo of tho photogranhs is expressed thus: 
o 

a 
Scalc = focnl longth = _nhoto distanco = £ = pm | ee 01S 

altitude ground distance H g woe cc 
poke 

Note thet those ratios domand that both torms bo in tho seme units. zr 5 Ayko — 

Solve for altitude and: i= SI ol 

H (fect) = cround distance (ft) . f(in) = gf late? 
photo distenco (in) Bea NS See 

Note that we con uso two different units boceuse there is only one tern of each b Ww i 

above and below the line so thet the correction factor cancels. 

We could equally well uso nillimoters for both focal longth and photo distanco. 

Example: £= 8; in.; g = 5280 ft., and p = 3.1 in. 
Substituting those values above altitude, E = 14000 ft. 

Study your ~hotos in comparison with ° map on which Inown horizontal distancos 

are shown and compute flying altitude for cach. The sealo of the two photos may 

not be oxactly the samo. 
1 inch = 25.40 mn. lm. = .0394 in. 

| fe, ERO um reet fase T _ 
ee a te,
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Computation of difforences of oclovation. The formula demonstrated above rokates 

difforonce in parnllax on tho photographs to difference of clovation, altitudc, 
and map brse. The latter is the average distance between principal voints of a 

pair of photos. It may be expressed cither in inches or millimeters. We can 
also solve the formuln for difference in clevation for unit difference in parallax. 

difference of parnllax = diff. in elev. . man base ap = dheb (1) 
altitude EH 

Solving for ih, (3) 

dh- dp.H (2) Substitute for H, H= #£ then dhs do.cef 3 
_ oe ~ 

If ap = 1™, = 5260', f= 8.25" then dh = Las (4) 

th 
ie : ae os ae , q 
(This form gives either feet ner ineh of varellax or fect per millimetor. Taking al} 

H = 14000 feet, and b = 2.5 inches the result of (3) is 5600 feet ver inch or 220 — 21 
foet per millimeter. Note thet again different units may be used provided that 

the conversion frctors cancel out. Check these computations for your »articular 

nair of photos. You cen measure b in millimeters if desired. Next you must RY 

realize that altitude, H, is thet above the particular spot on the photo which Ye 

you are measuring. For instance if there were a 500 foot hill in the photo 

described above H would be reduced to 13500 fect changing the results to 5400 

feet/in and 212 ft/mm respectively. Although there are tables which may be used 
to compensnte for this in TM 5-230 a simpler solution is to figure the value of 

adh for the svorage H over the photo. This may be used to determine differences 
of elevation such as heighth of hills above !cnown low places. Using (4) if b= 

2.5" and p = 3.1" then dh = 222 ft/mm. or 5650 ft/in. Compute dh for your photos. 
You can also get results by measuring a known difference of elevation on the photo. 

Note thet measurements uphill register on the Abrams machine by motion of the 

pointer in the+direction. On the Fairchild instrument the readings on the scale 

increase with elevation, thet is increase toward the left. Commare this with 

what causes hilltops to appear closer under the stsreoscone (FIG. 3). When you 

measure you may have to use the y motion to meke dots coincide. This is a result 

of tilt (see Inter). Tilt results in change of scale of the photos so thrt 
corresponding voints are displaced in relative distance from the line of flight 

or line of orientetion. In the Abrnms instrument use the motion of right dot 

only. Left dot is moved only when first setting up the photos. Study the scale 
on the Fairchild machine. Whole millimeters are marked on lower side of lino 

except for those which are numbered where line is carried across. Half milli- 

meters are marked on woner side. Since tho micrometer hend reads only to 50 and 

measuros hundredths of millimeters vou must add 50. to its reading whenever a 
helf point is vassed. Continue nractice on reading spot elevations. Base your 
porallax difference on clevations on ronds, otc., on low ground not too far away 

on the photo. If you try to measure over long horizont-l distances the effect of 

even slight tilt will make results inaccurate. On the home-made instrument 

parellnx is mensured in thousnandths of inches; divisions on side are 25/1000", 

on head of drum 1/1000". 

Drawing the map. Enoch of the machines is nrovided with some kind of sencil. See 

thet yours is sharp and not too hard. If you can obtain only faint lines go over 

> them with a softer pencil. Colored nencils (provided when possible) are ‘good - 
i Use a sheet of bond paver which shows a watermark when held to light. 

[ If drawing board is rough put . sheet of poorer pacer below. Fasten down in 

position so you can map the area common to the two photographs remembering that 

| you have to reverse the photos with all but the Fairchild. In tracing roads, 2% 

‘ streams and boundaries of dense timber use left hand dot only. Locate dwellings 

\ which at most farms are close the road and more or less concealed by shade trees. 
‘for this. Use blue for streams, red for roads and houses, and green for timber.
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Do not ma» all farm buildings. You will hnve trouble in following some strenms 

becouse of trees, 2lso in tolling whnt vortions of some streams are now part of 

the ectunl chennel. Dot all uncertain p-rts. Show streams which do not carry 
watér all the time by dash-dot lines. Last locate spot elevations. Compare 
with the old topo. sheets! All students will make a map based on common irea 
of one pair of »hotos. 

Contouring. Tho choiee of two methods of drawing contours is possible. All 

books of directions advise sctting the distance apart of the dots to thet for a 
given level and then tracing around the contour. This involves finding the 

differcnee, dp, of parnllax for a given contour interval. Tilt of the photos 

males it necessary to shift the sotting for different ports of the map in a very 

complex mannor. Keeping the fused dots togethor is .lso difficult at first. 
After vractice they should appear to just touch the surface while looking at the 
sopography and not concentrnting on the dots. You can always make the dots blend 
if you look too hard -t them alone. The other method is to measure spot eleva- 
tions and then sketch the contours from them checking with the stereoscope. 

Combination of the two methods is suggested. Try to trace the 100 foot contours 
first. Blink from one eyo to another to see that dots rest on same ground point. 

Change resding in different points of map in response to spot elevrtion date. 

+ Then fill in 50 foot contiurs betwoen by sketching. Compare your results with 
the old mxp which was sketched from the ground! Last loente section corners 
using the old mep as a guide. From these loente the lines ~bout + mile apart 
which subdivide the sections into 40 acre tracts. Draw all those on your paper 

malting section lines solid black rnd the other. lines dotted black. Also draw a 

line exactly a mile long xccording to the scale you found. Your map may be 

presonted either (2) in pencil on origin®1 »vazer or (b) traced in ink on tracing 

paver. If the latter also hand in your sketch. First mans cover only the area 

scen on both photogranhs of the pair. - Contour interval , 50 fost. Roads - 
ney be left as single lines but make branch roads dotted. Show also all dwellings 

(not barns), streams and swamps as far as possible. 

: FOR 4 CREDIT STUDETS 
Problem 16a 

Material: Aside from that for problem 16, you need 10 sheets of tr-cing paper 

7 x 9" plus o sheet of tracing paper -bout 18” x 18". 

Introduction: 4 credit students will do Problem 162, man of 10 verticrl photos 
loented in two flights, » portion at least of which must be contoured and all 

completed to show roads, dwellings, stroams, woodlend, swemps, section and forty 

lines. The tracing paver bout 7 x 9 inches will be required for the radial 
line plot and larger sheet for final map. First, make the radial line tracings 
taking lines from principal point of exch photo to 211 section corners, other 
principal noints, and to such points common to the two flights as necessary. 

Draw fine accurnte lines and mark the picture locntions definitely although lines 
should extend half an inch beyond each. Mark photo number in same position as on 

original. Next lay these tr-cings over one another to get true locations by 
intersections. Make lines botween »rincinal noints coincide. Assume that N-S 
township lines sre straight. Apply some criteria to necuracy of location as 
with plonetable. When you hive a satisfactory ndjustment, disregarding the ap- 

parent locations on photo, tape or staple your assembly together. Then lay it 
over the master sheet end prick through the revised locntions. Remove overlay 
and mark each prick noint with cross for section corner, circle for principal 
points end other locations. Place photo number at ench principal point. é 

4 
* a
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Drew in the ‘scetion lines on master tracing. Next subdivide each section into 

40's using solid lines for sections ond dotted for subdivisions. You now have ee 

an accurate framework to which sketches ond tracings of each photo may be fitted. 
Lest use the stercocomparagraph to make a contour sketch of not less than common 
area of two storeopairs one in erch flight. Adjust contours between the two 
flights as seoms best. Do as much contouring as time permits; if you exnnot 

contour more thon minimum finish rest of area as a flnt map. Submit your sketches 
and overlay with the finel mop. This mey be com»leted cither in pencil or ink. 
Use green crayon for woodland. 

Effect of tilt on vertical serial photogrsphs. 

introduction. As noted above, few photographs taken from planes and intended to 
be truce verticals ore such in fact. Efforts to control verticality by levels, 
views of horizon, gyroscopes, otc., have fsiled although it may »rove practicable . 

to indicste the plumb point by 2 spot of light rogulntod by a gyroscope. 

: Fortunately tho angle of tilt is rarcly over 3 degrees from vertical and cen 
safely bo neglected for redial line construction unless the topography is very 

tugged. with high relief. A tilted photo has the same nerspective as a very low . 

oblique as expleined in Problem 17. Note diagrams on following nage. These show 
that the side which is tilted below the position of an cquivalent verticnl picture 
includes a smaller area than it should and is expanded; the converse is true on 

the other side, thnt toward which tho principal point is displaced from the plunb 
or nadir point. Midway between the loentions of these two points is a line where 
the equivalent vertical photo intersects the actuxl nicture. Only nlong this line 
vhich is perpendicular to the principal line is scale true. 

w 
Fig. 7A See next page 

Distortion of a square when tilted 
e a along a diagonal line. 
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BIG. t\ \ Geometry of - tilted photo 
| 0 = principal point 
| n = nadir or plumb point 

i = isocenter or center of 

: \ distortion 

Section on \ d = displacement 
principal plan t = angle of tilt 

z \ f = focal length 
7 Bes i B = angle between line to a 

point and line to iso- 

\ center 

; ) 
Lower side. | Upper side 

ip ae | _\e Actual photograph : 

: ' i | \ v a ; 
Aq sc pen =. Pee Ges — —- -+\4'Equivalent vertical (same f) or d 
| a ee ae - line parallel ground. 

vw X ee a 
| 4 

io et : 

= ' . Note thet the tilted photograph 3 

eee |_| makes a rectangle on the ground 
| io ee SS | sppear too big on lower or down : 
a axis of tilt side and the converse on upper bi 

ey Lown | side (here to right). 
fe) Up ; 
i} | & = angle between a radial line 

| | from isocenter and the principal a 
; Z line. ; 

; \ | Derivation: (required for 4 
| f | credit students) 
| A 5 Vertical displacement of point 

ges e ee. se Principal line a a’ is ia ( or ib) sin t 
e 2 ° | Horizontal displacement = vert. 

| : > displacement tan B Since ; 
* Lower side expanded; Upper side comp | tan B = ia (or ib) / £ thee 

| displacement outward | ressed; displacemant =D 2 
from isoceneter in toward isocentdr | 4 = ia’ (or ib ),sin + /f. end 

| : | sin t = d.f/(ia“) wheneg dis- 
tance no = f sint = d.f/(ia®) - 

| mts of iF 
| <p ee ee 

\ | See Fig. 7A on last page for 

ee | . effect of distortion when 
> ee OU CU ~ — St soaxis of tilt is diagonal to 

sides of a square. 

Displacement slong a line radirl from isocenter = d/cos A 
Displacement slong line perpendicular to principrl line = d tan A 

Note tht displecements sre proportional to square of distance from axis of tilt 

but ere along lines radinl from isocenter. Displacements due to relief are radial 

from plumb (nadir) point. Therefore, there is no single nlace on a photographfron 

which both tilt ond relief can be corrected. Fortunctely, error due to this fact 
is small in most cases when the tilt docs not exceed 3 degrees. In country with 

high relief, measured in thousands of feet, it is necessary to find the plumb or : 

nadir point for radial line construction. Note esrefully the distortion of a sq. 
duc to tilt. If axis of tilt diagonal, square is "skewed". _ a AE 

=A —— gh ti LESS
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Figure 8 shows results of tilt of camera axis in successive photographs, A, B, (. 

centers (principal points) are designated Ao, Bo, Co. It is assumed that 4 is 
exactly vertical with the plumb or nadir point coincident with do. The rectangle 

1, 2, 3, 4 is correctly shown. centers of adjacent photos are shown in every 

case, When set up for stereoscopic examination these are aligned along the line 

of fiight or x axis which is horizontal in the stereoscope. Distances perpendic~ 

ular to the line of flight are called along the y axis. Photo 8 is assumed to be 

tilted along an axis parallel to the line of flight. As explained in Fig. 7 the 

rectangle is then distored into the shaps shown by solid lines (its tres shape is 

shown by brolen lines). "n= nadir point, i = isocenter or intersection of axis 

of tilt with a vlane passing through both camera axis and plumb line. Note that 

points 1, 2, 3, 4 are displaced along lines which radiate from i (see Fig, 7). 

Nistance of 1 ia y direction from line of flight is al, of 2= a2 Displacement F 

oi 1 from a line through 1 in A is dl and of 2 = d2 both measured in y direction. 

gich measurements are made with y dial on Abrams instrument; the Fairchild has 

no graduations on its y motione Photo C is assumed to be tilted along a direction 

nerpyndicular to the x axis ( along y axis). Distortion is shown by same method. 

\spracements from lines parallcl line of flight, dl and d2,are measured in sane 

way. y distanse of 2 from line of flight = a and x distance of 2 from Co.= b. 

Angle A is determined by its tangent a/b. Note than tilt is demonstrated when you 

have to use to y motion to rey dots on cerresponding points in two photos, Cases 

of tilt along axes in other directions than those shown by be resolved into com~ 

ponents along x and y axes- Displacements. due to relief are eeaamed to be absent. 

Oorrectivun of parallax errors due to tilt. “hen a pair cf everlapping photos is 

~ob up for steroscopic examination the average value of dh must be found first. 

Cnown elevations should be present along both sides of the common area and nearly 

“pposite one gnother, Blevations of 1, 2, 3, 4 should be known, Dots are set 

cu 1 and 1 in photo 33 the effect of difference of elevation of 1 and 2 is com- 

‘cubed; the x dial ts reset and checked on 2 in A and 2 in Bo Pyto B is then 

‘Loosened and turned until this distance checks, (Abrams method).™ This adjustment 

will (unless the error was due only to faulty determination of centers) serve 

cooly to correct readings a relatively narrow area between the two correction : 

points, is e. an area extending in the y direction, A different pxv+-. position 

would be needed for points 3 and 4, Hence it is well to use tape un right photo, 

Error due to the component of tilt on y axis is not affected by this method. 

} 

Measurment of relative tilt. Fig. 7 shows how it is possible to compute the 

displacement of the nadir point in both x and y directions with proper signs. . 

In Fig. 8 displacement left (below) line of flight is - and above {or right)is +. 

Displacement of n above or left of principal point is ~ and below or right is +. 

Photo 3 shows a + displacement in y direction, Such a displacement is called py 

and is equal,to f+sin } since sin t = d.f/a’ it remains only to find a. this 

must be the average of the two a's on F because we do not know the position of the 

axis of tilt. ‘This average value corresponds to ia or ib of Fig. 7 and hence 

d = (d1 + a2)/2. By substitution On = £°(dl+ a2) / 2a” Note that since both 

dl and d2 are to right in 3 of Fig. 8 a positive value will attach to result. if 

the disvlacements had beon the other way the result would be — indicating a nadir 

point below (left of) the x axis. In photo © the tilt is aleng a transverse axis, 

dl and d2 are both measured along the y axis as before but one is ~ and the other 

is +. In this case we must use the average of dl ~d2 multiplied by the :
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tengent of the angle A tht is by a/b. Now to obtnin this average value for 

d we must reerll thet the displrcencats are opxesite in sism and thet we must 
therefore use their algebraic difference. Thus d = (a1 - dg)a/2b. Substituting 
and cancelling 2 above and below the line it snverrs tht Dx = £2( ay - dg) /2ab. 

In the case shown the algobrnic sun of the y displacements is negative and the 
nadir point is disnlaced to the left or backword on the line of flight. In this 

manner the x nd y displrcement components moy be found snd thus the relative 
relation to the photo nt the left (earlier in the serios). But since we have no 
knowledge of the tilt of thot photogrcph the solution remains relxtive until the 
nissing data is supplied. Then relative tilts may be carried forwsrd by 
clgebrnic differences. This method is described by Van Ceaup in "Manual of 

“hotogrennetry," po. 290-802. Fossibly we could make a true drawing of an area 
bésed on a ground survey. corrected to relief distortion and platted to photo scalle 

The following method is adapted from one by "AGLEY, pp. 180-192, modified to use 
2 rectangle (or squere) formed by one or more sections of land. Because most 

nerinl photographs were t-ken by flying long 7 N-S section line it would be best 

to use . vair of -djrcent sections enst and west of the line flight. It is 

essentinl to have the princip2l point well inside the aren used. True dimensions 

end directions of the sides should be checked by » ground survey with pl-netadle 

or othsrwise. Blevations of e ch corner must also be known. Also focnl length of 

enmers in inches. Steps in construction follow. 

(1) Loeste both on nap 2nd photogrsph the principnl voint using radixl line 

construction with forner. 

(2) Find the averere scale of the hnotosraph from ~. section line nonsr the princi- 

pal point .nd compute elev-tion, H, by usuxl method. H = Ba) p; where ¢ 

is a #round dist.noc in feet and p the same on photo in inches. 

(3) Compute disnlacenent d of 211 corners to ench plene passing through elevation 

of the lowest corner. d= h.R/E, whore h = difference in feet elevation of 

point considered above lowest corner, and R its distcnee fron principal point in 

inches. Move the high points in tow2rd the principal point .s the isocenter is 

ss yet unknown. See Fig. 5 : 

(4) Sesle, in inches, the four sides of the quadrilaterol as shown on corrected 

paotogranh (notediagrom); also distonce of ench corner from the 
princival »oint. Also obtnrin corresponding ground distance in feet from map 

and field data. See Fig. 9 

(5) Revise the figure for altitude E = (L°) fron the fact thet L9:A°:: fise! 

whence L°' = £4 ot / ad" anproximitely. Use menn value from four solutions. 

(6) The four triangles embrocing lines from L (position of plane) to earch corner 
of the figure con now be dr-wn to map serle (preferably lerger then photo 

serle), Include corresponding lines in the photograph. Remenber tht plane 

of photo is normel to line (L°) to vrincival point. It will now be noted that 
since f is the same in 711 triangles the lines representing the plane of the 

photograph will not be parallel to the sround. See Fig. 10 

(7) Sow we have the datn to construct trinncles for each of the four exterior 

sides of the pyremid making the ground line streisht. It is not normal to * 

dines?1, Geo. Fig, 11 

(8) The next step is to vass vertical planes through ench apex of these triangles. 
The intersection of these planes with the outside of the pyranid are normal to 

the ground line and each will pass through the line (In) from L to the nadir 
point. See Fig. ly
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(9) Next use the map and drow on it lines normal to each side at nroper distances 

fron ech corner as shown on bese of each trinngle. These lines should all 

intersect ot the nadir point, n.See Fig, 12 

(10) Transfer this nadir voint to the photogrash by tracing pnner solution of the 

three point problem. Location of isocenterarinxis of tilt are now known. 

‘ Anglo of tilt, t, may be computed since tan t = no/f. L 
- 1X 

L (lens of camera) : 1 | 

/I\ | 
/ ili\ \ | yy \ 

| 1\ . fu 

HY\ 
| \ | 

\ | 
| \\ | 

\ 
| | \ | H (map scale) 
ee \ 

j q 4 \ x | | 
; 1 es | a . 

j Car hoto mS \ / : 

es nto" oe / ak \ 

a | 
» | \ \ 

4 . x | 

: "9 ae Peg. se 

ct i oa map,(lerger scale | ° 
ie ee : 7 oe Sy than photo) 

= z - a Se sents s 

— Fige 10 

— One of a series of four triangles from 

5 line Lo out to each of the four corners 
Fige9 of the area on the ground. f = focal 

length of camera H = altitude of plane 

Pyramid over two adjacent sections of at map scale. In order to fit it the 
land including the principal point. ‘true ground distances at map scale it 

abcd = tilted p hotograph «BCD = map is necessary to make them inclined which 

en scale larger than that of photo. indicates tilt of the photograph 
Eecause the ground or map distances Construction must include all of the :. . . 

are horizontal the photodistances mist four triangles. 
be first corrected for differences of 
elevatione o = principal point on ground, 

2! = principal point of photo on line ; 
normal to plane of photograph. 

n = nadir or plumb point on ground ati. 
n' = nadir point on photograph.
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Fig... 11 
Four sides of the pyramid spread out with base or 
ground level as a straight line. “ies of the triangles 

scaled from four construction figures like Fig. 10 
The lines normal to the base line through the apex of 

each trinagle at L are the intersections of vertical 

planes with the sides of the pyramid of Fig, 9 Each , 
D of these planes must pass through the plumb line 

i pe ee ee below the lens position and hence the nadir point 
on the map. These planes are not shown on Big, 

: 9 except where they intersect the ground or map 
Mie ee plane. 

| 
oe 

B G 
Fig. 12 

Map to scale of the area shown in Fig. 9 showing how the nadir point n is 

located by the interestion of vertical planes through This position 
may be then transferred to the photograph by the tracing paper solution of 
the three point peoblem, here actually four points. 

This lengthy solution is justified only for photographs at start and end of a flight 
and then generally in rather rough country. Location of the nadir point aids in 
drawing radial lines. It does not aid in tilt correction where displacements‘ are 

cadial from the isocenter. zoe
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Rihn's method, "Menuxl of photogranmotry", 1944, pp. 274-289. 

Introduction. Rihn's mothod is based upon three noints, prefornbly surrounding 

the princinal point,whose elevations snd trze distences eprrt in 2 horizontal 

plane have boen determined by » ground survey. It is first necessory to find 

the location of each point in plans ~t level of the lowest of thom. Find the 

orincipal point. Mensure dist-nce +> ench goatrol point. Compute displacement 

by formula d = (diff. elov.) x (red.7l photo distence)/(elevrtion of plone). A 
point 200 feet above detum and 100 :°. from principal point is displaced with 

photos trken -t 14000 feet (200 x 179./14000 = 1.43 mm. outward. Therefore tho 
loestion to be used in correcting +: "jt must be moved by this mount toward the 

. prineinal paint since the isocenteor .s 1s yet unicnown. r 

Method .- + : (er ai 
(1) Solect the throespoints. (2) S t detum plane xt lowest of them. — Wy a 
(3) Com ute elevntion of plane from secle = foenl length / elevation. . 4 

(4) Compute. disvlacesents. . (5) sete vosition of exch point in datum plane. re yor 

(6) Monsure‘in inches or mn. lengtl cw erch side of trinngle = P. wa ae . 
(7) Find the actual length of esch s4ée in feet or meters = G. fut J “ 
(8) Galeulnte scale of erch side frort Tormula S = ae The different scales of 

each side nre shown os’ § aS i Sis atios. JO : : : ma e Sh, Sn wt s-: VA 4 

OQ +4, 3, D= tho tires ry wre.) a 
control »oinus 2 ANN Ve oe 5g 

[i y = plumb or nadir point | 2 os = Joon pe awk : 
i= igocentor é AK C Pee if 
0 = principhl point : : y/ - ; FIG. 13 

: ; ae / f “Line of constant 

\ if a Wn scale” 

: uy - i Lo ee 

RS : F 
; / CE a ae i a — : ae 

/ h ax 4 tr = 
/ : oe a a es 6 ; 3: meer a 

/ : ag No cP ? 
/ y BN Bo GEO a 

I « i, Sf i (aoe M ‘ 

flee i : Se : 

an De tapi 
(9) After finding 0 (grincipnal point) drod porvendiculsrs from it to 211 sides of 

the trinngle. Monsure distonces b, MN, N. Now lay off the snme distrnees from 

the opposite corners of ench side of the trinngle. These will give "scale 

points" h, m, 1. If the nertondieulrr folls on on extension of the side of 

trinngle then lny off nn oxtc uwyion ~t other ond. In every erse the midpoint 

of the detum line is midway tofBveen the foot of the perpendicular nd the 

, “sentbe point". ; 
(10)Find 2 point "a" on lino hl from formuln ha = hl(Sh-Sm)/(Sh-S1) where S with 

subscrivts refors to the se“le .t the three "senle points". 

(11)Drew ma, the "line sf const: nf scnlo!, and drop - yorpondicular oc to ma fron 

the »rincipnl point and snotngr “rom either h or 1 whichever is longer. 

(12) Compute rate of change in serdc, dS from formic dS = (Sh-Sn)/nb. 
(13) Find the serle -t o from Sy ® S$. +(0c)(dS) when o is on same side of ma as h 

or So = Sm ~ (62)(dS) whon o is on samo side of wn as 1. 
(14) Find the -ngle of tilt, t, fytom formula sin t + £08 waere f = focnl length. 

So
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(15) The vlumb or nadir point, », is on the linc oc on tho side of o townrd the 

hifhor sesle cn = f.t-n t snd olf = f ton(t/2) which places it almost half 

woy betwoen mn ind o. 

(16) If the tilt proves lerge revert -1l steps substituting n for 9 in Step 5. 
Thon Si = €p4-(yi)(aS) in Step 14 and H = £/(Si) in Step 3. In Step 44 = 
(n.R)(f4x sin t)/(E.f) 4 on nodir point side, - on vrinciprl point side, 
and x = verpendicular distonce from inage voint to rxis of tilt. If h is 

: less thon 150 feet omit this corroction. 

Example of 2 comput tion: 

Point  Bleyotion  h, ft. Hie Oyen ; : 

F A 692 ier ae 05 h = elevation sbove datun 
B 809 288 2.91 006 R = distrnce from vrincival pt. 
D Sel 0 -- 500 before correction 

: ad = correction for relief 
Line G, £t. Be ins § = P/® Serle Line 
AB 9574 6.21 648.65 $2 
Big 8894 5.74 645.42 $1 bo. 54 

@a 10598 6.80 655.98 8h gh-9> ye pe 

oa? 
hi = 2.78" hence nl = (2.78) (323)/(8.56) = 1.05" zy 
hb = 1.42" (se>led) = 
aS = (653.98 — 648.65) /1.42 = 3.75 oer inch 

ot = 0.52" rreny 
fo = 648.65 - (0.52 x 3.75) = 646.70 era See re 
aie t = (8.27 x 3.75) /646.52 = 04796 t= 2451 77> 82/7 J sere Es 

¢V ome 8.27 x 0.04798 = 0.397 in. sees Las 
03 = 0.20" i ee 123 

5A 6vs (2 

He 
Suomary. A common way to allow for errors in prrellex mensuroment due to tilt is 
to drow a sreaph of error -s dcscribod in T. M. 5-230, p. 253-254 and Bagley, pp. 

198-199, This method of chenging the set of the noints for error in parallax is 

spplienble only when following contours. It has often been observed tht the 

more known clevitions the mao complex the srxph, which scons to indice te tht 

distortion of the photorrsoh in doveloping 2nd printing is on import nt iten. 

fhe only renl cnswer to the tilt »roblem lies in tho use of one of the plotting 

machines such 7s the "multipler" projection method where the position of the 
photogsranh is shifted until it s-tisfies the ground control. For less oxnensive 

mochines the best answer lies in the Abrnrms metnod vlus limitnrtion of the aren 

used to the center of ench vhotogre»h. This grently reduces errors but obviously 

the more known elevitions there are the better. Hlevition differences should 
clwnys be messured from mown elev tions ns close to the point concerned as 

possible. So comutctions of ~bsolute or relative tilt will be required in 

Problom 16a but you nust understind the princinles involved in order to .nswor 

questions in the final oxnmin tion. See svecifientions for finil mep given ot 

stcrt of Problem 16a. Bo sure you includs seale and nadir point. 

“307
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Suppleitient to Problem 17, edition, 1950 
Froof of Crones method. — : 
The method of getting true map rays from map location of photo where camera axis 
was inclined can be solved by more than one method as explained before. The fact 
that displacements on the horizop line or line common to both photograph and map 

is the one used by the U. S. #. F. The Abrams "Rectoblique Plotter" is a mechanec i 
ical means of doing this. However, when the angle of depression is low in a high 
oblique photo the lines from horizon to nadir point are very long and another 
method. is better, ise. Crones. This method is briefly explained above but is 

proved and corrected’ below. In Fig. 13 it is clear that we must obtain on the 
photo the radius FN' from which to draw true map rays to all points which lie ~ : 
the same distance(in the photo)below the horizons By projecting this radius to 4 9 

7 PD the horizon line“HL it is equal to PY La Attention must then be directed to the 
0 J —__ triangle HPP' which is here shaded with vertical lines. The distance HP* is the ~ 

excess over the length of the desired line which is PL, Fig. a2 drawn in the 
plane of the photo. Here are two triangles. One is the same ag triangle HCL 

of Fig. 3 here designated hcl end shaded with horizontal lines. This is in practice 
mace of celluloid or other transparent materi@l. An are with radius equal to HP 
of Fig. 13 is drzwn with center on prolongation of line he; this arc is tangent to 
horizon line and to princtipal line HN' (drawing in Fig. 5+is incorrect). 
Next we must superimpoge triangle HPF' here shown as hpp' and shaded as before 
so that it has the ‘same relation as before being simply turned face up. 
It is then clear thet the side hp' cuts off the seme amount of the side hl 
as it does in big 13, and that point p' is on the horizontal line through P, 

3 “he distance below, PN' is then the same as-PN'’ is Fig. 13 and locates the point 
on the plumb line from which true maps rays are drawn to all locations on this 
horizontal line. a a 

H _ horizon line L horizon line 
i ; ° ' : a ee : = 

cece ie i 
ly “are with radiub = 

4 & 1s h one 

OT }- plumb line : Se 
i i ¢c L : flies 

: on this 1 - Mt se ps 

principal ae ae 
line = = 

ae 7 
s i ¢ / 

\ fe me \ a \ keg / 
\ 5 : ‘ : af center for rays 
ae i (maey ) for all points same 

x j ; a distance in photo 
\ : below horizon 

\ 

, s N 

' Differences of elevation in oblique photos by U. S. A. F, method : 
The method outlined below was used with the obliques taken along with verticals 

in. the "trimetrogon” method used.in the southwest Pacific area. It works only 
when there are overlapping obliques all taken with essentially the same angle of 

depressions See Hig. 15 on following page. pee
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2 images of m as shown in f} 

_ Sea 2 | | 
photos with displacement/ | Principal point 
reduced by distance // / 

es / 2 

i 4%. = 
H (elevation of 

\ / plane above ae 
E datum) i ae 

I Photo plane }‘“/~, b) 
\ 7 4 ae 
\ / | = 

fp j | IH = distance in photo 

\ 7 j / i T plane isoline to horizon 
| 

| \ / | | \ E = actuel clevation of m 
j \ \4 | | above datum B' = apparent 3 
| 2  Saee —- difforence in photo plene oo 
| L /\ y / / | Et Se Et apparent vertical displacment 

aif v dd Les Sin piene of photo 
- ee oL a 2 Fe * ‘ k da ago’ i Soline or junction line 
ee 
2 imme Dy ieee Section on principal plane of one 

= photograph showing relation of &! 
' Diagram in photo plane showing converg~ to E and IH to H (elevation of plane © 

ing line to vanishing point of each above datum). 

photograph 

Let m be e point whose elevation is E feet above datum plane. Base of per- 

spective line in Fig. 15 is the isoline or ground line where photo is equal to 
map scale. Note that although perspective lines show only one position for m 
the positionson_isoline indicate an apparent or parallex displacment of m here 
denoted as d. ‘his is the sum of dy + do otal distance of the air base, B is 

whe gun of Pi* P2 Note that B is equal to Viv, Now d) = B' (D, + d,)/TH 
i 

and d, = E' (D, + d,)/IH_ Hence d= E' (B + 4)/TH Also EB = E' cosT 
a ' ‘ rar jl. end H'= IH'cos T Hence wuts IH s: ds (d+B) end Bf = d/(d +B ) 

The right hand expression of the first proportion is proved by similar triangles. 
Solving the second proportion where cos T hes been cancelled out gives” the _ 

result that E = Heqg / (B +d) } 

For practical epplicetion refer to Fig. 17. Here a datum plane was established 

by a point Y of known clevation which is near principal plane of one photo. 7 

& well marked point X near to the horizon end visible in both photos is then 
selected end a ray to it through Y is drawn. As extended to the isoline this 
ray intersects at 0 which is the dge point for all measurments. Similar reys 
are drawn to the same vanishing point on the true horizon which pass through 
m and through the plumb or nadir point N. “oth are extened to the isoline. 
Next the same rays are drawn to the same vanishing point on the adjacent photo. : 
The principles of perspective demonstrate that these rays are essentially 
parallel on the map to thos:of the first photo. Using an inch scale measurments 

are taken from the intersection of the base line through X and Y to intersections 

of the other reys on the isoline. In this the reading of 0 is taken as equal to 

10.00 inches. B, the air base is cqual to the distance from the transferred 

:
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horizon Vv; = horizon Va oo 

\ : b j J 

Te 

f \ ¥ ie eae 
canes pee Sl | Zz. Sees 

| 0 — Lege ee Se | = 

| = 

/, (nadir point) In! =e 

bese line at O in right photo and the line from nadir point, N to same vanishing 
: point, V in right photo. d is the difference in readings of ways in each photo 

to the point sought, m. H is the difference of sea level alitude of plane and 
; that of the base point Y. If m is lower than Y then the formula given above is 

changed to B-d. B and d are given in inches, H and E in feet. “*his method is 

very briefly described in a publication by Base Map Plant No. 1, G. H. @, AFFAC, 
1945. j 

: 945 IN — 

| ZZ gt ) 

i | Ss 2 . he zie H. T. U. Smith's method of obtaining 
fe sae ay ep se : 7 7 \ true vertical angles from oblique photos, 

m m oe ee ma es j from Photogrammetric Engineering, 1946 
m 04 ae s J SX Q ay Fig. 18 the plane of an oblique a 

a Sree : = ‘ SSS Gens) 4 © ey = photo is shown with the construction a 
to 1 Ff © / es lines dotted. = ieee 

* f Bis ~ Draw line nh through principal point ~ 
x 5! 2 a . 4. Draw line 1 from to 0, the locetion of 

| ~S%\ ge the lens as shown by tilting the vert-. —_ 
on ! 7 ical plene through the principal point — 

Week ia Glens) down into the photo plane. Cop is then 
: = equal to the focal length of the.camera,f. 

K 3. Lraw line 3 from alto olmaking a right angle’at o. ; 
FIG. 16 X / Using n as a center st7rike arc 4 through point ot b- 

% I! Let a be a “point sought" for which the angle of depression 

VI is desired. Draw line 5 from n through a to its inter- 
LAG section with the horizon et at Take a right triangle 6 ao 

(nadir) here shown with the double solid linesand pass its sides , 
through both a' and n and place its corner on MGS 4, This determines point o! ks 

2 which is the same in space aslg but is here turned into the photo plane. In other 

words the triengle nea'd® is a representation of « vertical plane through lens 
point 0 and point, sought a. +he linel’# a (Line 7) is then drawn end the desired 

: vertical angle ale"a' can easily be measured with a protractor. Smith suggests 
; that the right angle and protractor be combined. to find elevation of a on the 

: map its horizontal distance from the map location of the photo must be found 
by other methods. Compare with method shown in Fig. Smith's method works 
best with photographs where focal length is short afd engle of tilt is consid- . 

: erable. Se = (pr) a = 4 

: ec zB or] Thr End of Problem 17. id ay 

‘ ¥ 
ec! =f Out ~ es (8 Pfs gies) . 
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Step 2. \ of 
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Black Harth quarry. 

Make a contour sketchbt this photograph. Scale 1 inch to 280 feet. 

Figures represent elevations determined by leveling. How can 

you get distances? Do you need additional information? The 

: camera was held 3 feet above the ground. & 
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